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Collector.

Governor Mills left this morning
for Las Vega3 to take an active part
in the statehood campaign.
Insurance Matters.
The Territorial Insurance
department has received an application
from the Sam Houston
Life Insurance Company of Dallas, Texas, to
enter the territory to do business.
The department has also received
an interesting memorandum from the
insurance department of the state of
New York in the matter of the application of T. Barber for the cancellation of the license to do business in
New York, fourth class, of the Insurance Department of the
supreme
BarLodge of Knights of Pythias.
ber's complaint was that his insurance dues were raised from $3.20 to
declares
$24.70 per month, and he
that in the fourth class
mortuary
fund of this society there was on December 31, 1909 but SSO0.S7G whereas the reserve to meet outstanding
certificates in such class should have
been about SS.OiW.OOU.
The applicant
now is 75 years of age.
The application was denied however, with the remark that the applicant had been "getting bis insurance too cheap as had his dead brethren." The department adds however,
"lie may with propriety complain
that the state has not protected him
as it should have done.
Adequate
laws regulative of fraternal insurance have for years been urged by
the National Convention of Insurance
Commissioners, but not until this
year have the representatives of the
fraternal societies conceded with sufficient unanimity that such laws are

N. Y., Jan. C Donii-nicFerrera and Vincente Leonardo,
who
young Italians from, Albany,
murdered a rent collector at the behest of the Black Hand, went to the
electric chair in Clinton prison this
he was
before
Just
morning.
strapped in his chair, Leonardo confessed. Ferrera maintained his innocence to the last.
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Behooves Any Wool Grower Government's Contentions Had
to Oppose High
Been Negatived by Lower
Tariff.
Tribunal.
j

Dunlin, .iiuiii., jiin. o. i'u anneu i rortiana, 'ire., ,i;in. t,. todays
Jan. G The final con- cortlantl. Ore.. Jan fi State im.
ta.sk before the Wool Growers"
lundits entered a Suporior-DulutH
test
er
dissolution
o'
of the Ameof
Wvominsr in
prptl
i;illme
:',e
street ear near the interstate- bridge tlonal association is to formulate a .n address before the National Wool rican Tobacco corporations began to- between the manin Duluth early this moriii:
nty basis of agreement
Growers' Asociation today, advoea - liav befor, 'he supreme court, of the
held up passengers and en w. Police- ufacturers and wool growers with a
t' a :ll'iKe in the method of tax- - 1'uited Si;
man Chesmore, on his way to work, view of combating a revision of the
on wool which,
ation
if put
to
conven
The
the
tariff.
Story of the Case.
boarded the car, not knowing that
delegates
Washington, Jan. 6 The suit un
the handits were at work, and was tion almost to a unit. declare that a efte(;t. would place the worsted manu- t
law to rtis- shot, and instantly killed,
The rob- - reduction of the tariff would ruin the facturers and carded woolen men on der the Sherman
' ctpiai
"Tobacco
trust"
looting anu at tne same soive tne
bers escaped.
shecp industry in the United States, j "
beneficial to wool growers, j was instituted in l."i; in the circuit
President Gooding and others declare ,ime
Mere Boys.
f'mnge and its accruing bene- - court of the Vuit.; States for the
Duluth. Jan. fi. William Muzzary that the best result of the convention jTnis
'
could be southern district of N.-York. The
and Algo Johnson, bell toy and night will be the incorporation of the Wool fi,s- Mr- Blume believes,
of the Hotel McKay each 10 Growers' association
into a militant j brought about by assessing liie tariff proceeding was brought, by the
porter
HART
PALS OF DENNIS
on clean wool instead of on wool in pai'tmciit of justice ag..ii,si more than
old, early today held up, robbody.
HAVE BEEN ARRESTED. years
the grease, and by placing class ll!six,v corporations and a number of
bed and shot at the night clerk and
Protection vs. Pinchot.
defendants
headed
wool on the same looting as wool of individual
dollars
adwith
(',.
In
his
by
Jan.
fifty
Ore..
belonging
escaped
Portland,
All Three Have Served Terms in the
to the hotel. They were arrested and dress before the association hist night the first class.
Mr. illume charged James H. fluke.
at
Territorial Penitentiary
The process of orgariz"t'o:; of (he
placed on a street car after a sharp Peter G. Johnson of Blackfuot. Idaho, that the growers of wool under the
Santa Fe.
chase, and. while being taken ,back said in his judgment the sheep indus- present tariff arrangements,
receive combination alleged to be unlawful
to the city asked that, they might bo try and the western country in gen- only about, half of the amount of pro-- ; spread over many years, ft be;ati in
who according
The two
to go inside the car. The re- eral would have been millions of dol- tection which they arc promised un- - January, x:xi. Then the fir.-- f
to his confession, are implicated with allowed
was incurwas granted and one of the lars lietter off if the
quest
dor the law. Mr. Blume said in part: lean Tobacco Compi.-jiyrobDennis Hart, in the
.....
a revolver that tariff law had been destroyed by the
bandits
.in,
youthful
pulled
on
is
of
"The
sheep industry
the1",
bery of the John Becker store at had
the attention of Police- President's veto. 'We were getting greatest in the United States, and it oi tailing over tno Dusm ts o! five
Belen, recently, have been arrested man escaped
iudop.-nd.-ncig.-ro-n
Chesmore who made the arrest, along pretty wen in lore its enactment
plants.
las therefore, b.en looked upon
at Ogden, Utah, and brought to AlbuSfiVt. the Continental
In
Tobacco
Ore on the officer and killed and needless to say we had a mighty r... (),..iblv in nent-lopened
tariff
le;;is!aquerque.
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then
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that to all legcil iitii iKKf ot t.iKine ov. , he nbtir
The three men have all served
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sheepmen it appeared as an enmen- w, un".n i.
io- Northover
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Mr.
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Johnson
escaped
protection.
saysi tary proposition, that the iiotm pro baeeo
was sent up for seven years
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ss of
'sim
Company
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A
of
railroad
number
th:' cost, of production had inert ased duct is
bridge.
for robbing a safe at Magdalena, preextent
that
protected to th.'
possts in automobiles and a largo to eleven cents a pound the last ten the law levies a tariff upon imported five other Plug tobacco concerns.
viously having robbed the safe at crowd
In ttinu, the Anjerb an
uuflf Comof ci'.izcus are engaged in the years.
Ho asked that the tariff
v. ool.
the Santa Fe station iu Waldo, though man
Put I find to my surprise pany w; s incorporated f.r the illoired
hunt.
in its investigations: "Inveshe never was tried for the latter
of
that some doubt the truth
this, purpose of faking over the snuff busiEl Paso Hotel Robbed.
tigate this business and literally
crime. During his term at the peniiin- - ness of the
American Tobacco ComFl Paso, Tex., Jan. C Two masked camp on the grounds, sleep and eat in ami many seem to be under the
tentiary Grimes made his escape by ba mii's entered the ofa(benefits
them
the
tariff
that
prossion
pany and of two or three independthus
of
the
and
the
ascertain
sheep
wagons
of
concealing himself in a carload
ent smt-- manufacturers.
'
have nothing.
brick. After enjoying several months Angelas hotel at 4 o'clock yesterday cost of production today, and.
an- tii.- American
In
"The
States
I'nited
produces
not
the slightest fear of 'he wool
Cigar Com
of liberty he was captured in Kansas morning and robbed the sale of about
was iiMorporatc-for the alin cash and Jewelry. The clerk grower's case, if an honest report of nutilly close to 110 million pounds of' pany
by Mounted Policeman Captain Forn $.",i'H"i
The wool growers leged purpose of taking over the
scoured wool.
actual
to
conditions
is
bo
basis
the
baseihe
forced
into
and
were
porter
olf, brought back and served the rereceive, on this protection of ap- - ck'ar business oi the American Tomainder of his sentence. He was re- ment, at the point of revolvers. Thir- of tariff revision." He strongly advo(i
cents per pound; bacco Company ami an independent
cated
a
powerful organization as it proximately
teen safety deposit, boxes were exleased last. June.
a total
means
the
cure
and
defense
making
protection annually manufacturer of cinars.
against
carried
tracted
and
away.
Miller was a highway robber. He
In the same year, the Consolidated
Out
million
dollars.
of
close
"Pinchot
the
and
rule
regulation
toj28
ana
was caught in Raton, convicted
Tobacco Company was incorporated
of!
amount
,
are
the
this
of
wages
plague."
paid
served a three year sentence at Santa
of: for the alleged purpose of taking ovthousands of men; the grower
Fe, being released several months ago.
er as a holding company in exchange
CHICAGO
DEATH
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of
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a
SWIFTLY
alfalfa
and
market;
hay
Hart, the third man of the trio,
worth-- ! for its bonds substantial nil of the
BRAZILIAN
TO
of
REBELS.
otherwise
thousands
acres,
was convicted of burglarizing a store
stock of the American Tobacco Com
less, are. by reason of it turned to
at Las Vegas. He was sentenced to
puny and the Continental Tobacco
Significance in Cablegram That some benefit; and indirectly the beneES STARV1H8 DeepStates
three years, which he served, being
A
Company.
Forty-FivDied
to
to
extent
Rather
fit
a
is
distributed
large
released last summer. Hart was capIn 100:1.
ComSudde'nly.
it ill be- - pany was the Americanfor Stogie
the community at large.
tured at Las Vegas several days after
the alleged
incorporated
-hco- ec a:.y.-vro- l
.rower, under tner.e t'.
the Belon robbery.- - He 'had a large IVlilk
.
2.Y.. :r
Fund for Supplying Ttin .Inntaipn Tnti It Awnrrlinir fn i circumstances, to turn away from the j.'pt i ot
bundle of money which he could not
business of the American Cigar ComJournal
Joan
today's
Comraercio,
account for, though he strenuously
of
Nourishment Is Almost
protection
principles
pany, the American
Tobacco
Com
Candido, the leader in the recent reinsisted that he became possessed of
"It is apparent that a substantial pany, and the Continental Tobacco
Exhausted
r
volt in the navy and forty-fouBut later he confessed
other liensfit accrues to the American wool Company
it honestly.
mutineers have met rather sudden grower frbm the tariff, and it be- and gave a detailed account of the
hi
rhe American
Tobacco
deaths.
Candido succumbed to gan- hooves them, jn view of the agitation Company, the Continental
robbery.
Tobacco
STRIKERS grene while in prison, twenty-siSliFFEilG
of for revision of schedule K, which is company
and the Consolidated Tobac-bounhis associates died from sunstroke
PRISONERS
to come, to stand united andjeo Company were merged into
the
while engaged
in repairing
IN FEDERAL PENITENTIARY.
the use all possible efforts in order to present American Tobacco
Company,
Public Is Slow to Respond to fortress on Cobras Island, and eigh- retain the
It. is alleged that in addition to this
protection to which they
teen others were suffocated in their
Taft Denies Commutation to South'organization the American companies
Appeals for Funds to Save
are entitled.
ceils in the prison on the Villegainon
ern Lumber King Gaynor and
Children.
"The sheep business east of the in lfii2 entered into a contract with
Island.
Greene Soon Released.
Mississippi River seems, even under a liritish company, the Imperial Topresent protection, to be suffering bacco Company, whereby the AmeriChicago, Jan. 6. Five thousand INSURGENTS IN MEXICO
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 6. By good beThe number of can companies were limited in their
from decrepitude.
CAPTURE SEVERAL TOWNS.
havior in the federal penitentiary "strike babies,'' children of striking
decreased business to America and the Pritish
.1S!K! to 1908
from
sheep
here, Benjamin D. Greene and John garment workers, are in danger of
f
except that: . the - lat- million10 "''rar "ntam,
and
.- t
F. Gaynor, convicted in the noted starvation. The milk fund for sup- - Retain Same Civil Officials But Tear from nineteen
,.,.1.1
"u
43 per!1"
of
a
decline
'acco in tne inn-., to
eleven
million,
of
to
the babies
Savannah harbor government contract plying nourishment
Up Old and Issue New
l"'s" wils aiiogea mar tne
The frightful losses of last "
cent.
frauds for which Captain Oberlin Car- - strikers will be exhausted tomorrow
Commissions.
hazardous
the
too
tell
winter
plainly
ter served a term in the penitentiary, and the ct mmittee of which Mrs.
as """zed to take over the export
The number
Kl Paso, Jan. (J. According to a nature of the business.
cut down their sentence to three seph T. Bowen is chairman, is at loss
'
and the
s",Pfs f both hR
fit
for
United
in
the
of
States,
one
and
sheep
month, under the good for ways and means of continuing the self possession and determination of
years
American companies.
....
,
,,,..
in
Nas
ii jtiiuiMij
behavior rule. They have only one!suppiy widen, has saved the lives of Guaymas, Sonora, the insurrectos SUvarillg,
iwi,in Testimony was presented to prove
42 millions
month longer to serve.
,
f infants during the labor have appeared in the Sahuaripa and ;'.5 millions in 1S9";
hundreds
that the defendants produced 70 per
40 millions in 190S. cent of
No Pardon for Harlan.
the smoking tobacco made in
Only $41.25 was received Mayor Ttiver districts of that state, lfio::, and about
struggles.
more plainly than this
6. President trom the
Jan.
Washington,
per cent of the cigarpublic as the result of the but have not interfered with mining These figures tell
country':
Taft today denied the application for lagt appe:il or funds tor the babies. or other industries. They have cap- any other facts that, while tinder the ettes: SI per cent of the plug and
commutation of sentence of W. S.
tured Yocera and Trinidad and a
present tariff, the sheep industry as twist tobacco; SI per cent of the fine
"
towns, but have retained the a whole, has about kept its own, it cut tobacco: S9 per cent of the little
Harlan, manager of the Great lumber YOAKUM WILL TRY
and turpentine company, doing busi-- j
GROWING OF ORANGES. same civil officials merely tearing up has not been overburdened with any cigars: 96 per cent of the snuff; 95
ness in Florida and Alabama, who was
the old commissions from Diaz and unnecessary special benefits.
per cent of the licorice paste; 75 per
convicted on a charge of peonage in
is cent of the tin foil and most of the
"Protection to the industry
to Be Made in His Kings-vill- e issuing new ones from Madero.
Experiment
Florida. Harlan must serve a term
Put wool upon tobacco extracts, boxes and contain
absolutely essential.
Orchard, Southern
of eighteen months imprisonment and
jTWO RANCH HANDS
free list and the growers of far- ers.
the
Texas.
i
pay a $ne of $5,000.
CREMATED NEAR CHEYENNE off Queensland can land their wool
Three of the four judges on the
in Boston than you can from circuit bench united in a decree. This
0.
Col. B. F.
Jan.
cheaper
Austin,
Texas,
VINEGAR AND CIDER
of Billy Todd in Wyoming
The result would be, as decree dismissed the petition as to
of the board of Home
the West.
TAKE PLACE OF WHISKY. Yoakum, chairman
by Fire During His
of
directors of the Frisco
actually happened in the free wool the Imperial Company and the
system
Absence.
Company, and the Unitrailroads. who has spent some time
period, that you could not compete
Topers in Dry Counties of Texas in the
ed Cigar Stores Company, which was
Australia.
with
section
investigatKingsville
Have Found a Substitute for
Cheyenne, Jan. 6. Ths ranch
"So much then, for the necessity claimed to be the retail branch of the
ing orange growing, has decided that home of
Customary Booze.
This action formed one
miles
Todd,
"Billy"
1 now take a
eight
step for- organization.
of protection.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 6. At a the profits and promises of the indus- south of here at
of the grounds for appeal by the govwas burnPinedale,
delicate
on
I
tread
so
was
He
may
ward.
are
growing.
try
constantly
banquet in this city by a vinegar
Two
hav- ed to the ground last night.
Xo man, in public life in the ernment to the Supreme Court.
ground.
manufacturing concern, it was main- favorably inpressed with Texas
The
Charles
Neeton
adjudged the other deranch
and
hands,
so
far as I know, has ventured fendantsdecree
West
tained by the attorney for the com ing the climate and soil conditions John
be parties to an unlawto
were
in
cremated
the
McCune,
of
far into the field of criticism
pany that local option now in force that n ake the cultivation of this fruit ruins. The
origin of the fire is un- Schedule K. But the time has come ful combination, bur said nothing
in many counties in Texas had large - profit, ole, that he placed an order
about the monopolizing charges. This
known. The men were in charge of
is necessary. failure furnished
when plain speaking
ly increased the sale of vinegar and for several hundred orange trees to
another ground for
ranch
the
of
the
absence
during
ha'rd cider. The attorney declared be added to his already large orchard
l lie agnation in me r.aoi. m
the government.
The
appeal
by
Todd.
u American Tobacco
that those of bibulous habits, having in the Kingsville country. He dis
ence to that scneuuie, nas ueeu
Trust Company,
is
it
that
and
been deprived of drinks containing played a fine collection of orang3S
persistent
vphement
the American Snuff Company, the
more alcohol, have taken to vinegar he was taking from his orchards to OTHER CITIES HAVE
essential for the wool Ani(.rj(..ln citjar company. P. Lor'illard
absolutely
TROUBLES
TOO
THEIR
and hard cider to quench their thirst. his h ime. These included satsumas,
growers , for their own protection, w company. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
'
The increased sales of those products navels and tangerines.
" r,m'lany, Blackwell's Durham Tobac- ,ake " P8
-An explosion analyze tne
Minneapolis, Jan.
Is what .is known as "dry" territory
and take ,,0 company and the Conley Foil
all
discrimination,
against
idP
today wrecked tho Mt
form the basis for the statement. The CAPTAIN ROBERT PEARY
,
OIU
e,e aujuugeu
vU...,.rtu.v
power plant of the Minneapolis Gen - !;l sla,lu .wmuu
additional fact was also brought out
IS A GOOD WALKER.
wn....w.,
numoer oi specinea to- a
to an.
in
suaies
aule
men
justice
Electric
eral
Two
Company.
that San Antonio is the largest vineof the
were seriously injured. The city was course, overlook the interests must bacco corporations and enjoined them
gar and cider market south of Louis- He Covered Fifty-Fiv- e
Miles in Three
from acquiring the plants or business
These
people
manufacturer.
left temporarily without electric curville, Ky.
Days During Recent regulabe nrotected. because they have to or voting the shares of and from ex- rent.
in ercising control over these subsidiary
tion Test.
compete with 50 cents a day labor
labor
The government was disa
cents
day
75
companies.
and
GRAND
RATIFICARALLY
&
X
Germany,
BE SURE AND REGsatisfied
the
the holding compa
because
In
this
Washington, Jan. 6. The official reprotection
IS in England.
TION.
ISTER TOMORROW.
nies were not enjoined from collect- port of Captain Robert Peary's recent
A mass meeting,
without X wool grower is vitally interested
The places of registration
walking test as prescribed by naval
The chief difficulty in the woolen ing dividends from the subsidiary1
to party affiliation,
will be open all day. In Pre
made public, is in ' reference
just
regulations,
... in the fact that it is companies. The defendants appealed
..o.ii.io
is hereby called for every one
DVIIU'.lv iio
cinct No. 17, Delgado's Meat
the opinion of his friends in the navy
Nature to the supreme court because the peX to listen to the discussing of X based upon an incongruity.
Market on
San Francisco
the strongest possible refutation of
in tition of the government was not disobstacle
an
insuperable
X
has
X
of
street is the. place of registraof
the
the
put
adoption
subject
the arguments of critics who have
of the missed in toto.
a
of
operation
just
the way
X the constitution.
tion, and in Precinct No. .18,
Everybody
questioned the time the explorer capSome wool shrinks
the home of R. L. Baca on East
from all parts of the county X present law.
ALASKA BANK HAS
tain made over the ice on his return
each pound: leaving
of
cent
Palace avenue.
80
X
to
at
attend
the
is
In Precinct 3
per
requested
SUSPENDED PAYMENTS.
from the north pole. Captain Peary
s
of a clean pound;
at the home of Luis Moya on
court house in Santa Fe, on X only
took the test on December 18, 19 and
Fairbanks, Alaska, Jan. .6. The
20
cent,
per
Canon Road, and Precinct 4
20.
Washington-Alask- a
Monday, January 9th, at 7:30 X some wool shrinks only
The first day he walked twenty- bank, which has
at the office of Justice of the
leaving eight tenths of a clean $1,000,000 on deposit, suspended payfive miles in 6 hours, 45 minutes, the X P. m.
No person buys wool for the ment last night, and V. W. Hawkins
Peace Ricardo Alarid on De
SELIGMAN.
ARTHUR
miles in 7 X
second day twenty-fiv- e
pound.
X
was appointed receiver by the federal
Vargas street.
T. B. CATRON.
hours, 26 minutes, the third day flvej
Continue on Page Eight.
court today.
XXXXXXJtXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX miles in 1 hour 28 minutes.
octu nauuKu, jau. u.
mice uurs
of registered mail with contents val ued at $50,000 have been stolen the
last few days in San Francisco or on
the way across the harbor to Oakland, according to the Call. The paper says that the stolen sacks contained late Christmas shipments and
money orders, drafts, checks ami currency forwarded by local banks to
close the year's accounts in the East
and Northwest
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Major Fritz Muller Who Loves a Joke
Could See No Joke About
This However.

-

j

Major Fred Muler. receiver of the
Santa Fe land office received a lelter
yesterday morning that literally and
suddenly made him "sit up and take
notice." Some say that it made him
rush over to a physician to get vaccinated but that report is likely an

GIRL SHIPPED FROM RIO
ARRIBA COUNTY TO MONTANA.
6.
Denver, Colorado, January
"Esther Schafner, in care of E. ,A.
Ransom, state capitol, Denver. From
J. L. Krenz, Luraberton, N. M., to
Mrs. Mamie Barnett, Billings, Mont."
Bearing a tag with this inscription
on a string around her neck, Esther
girl, arrived
Schafner, an
at the union depot this morning. Humane Officer Ransom was notified
promptly and took charge of the
child. The girl explained that she
was on her way from Lumberton to
Billings. She had been visiting Mrs.
Krenz for the past nine months and
was now en route to join Mrs. Barnett, her mother.
Ransom placed her under the care
of the police matron and this evening
will put her aboard a train bound for
Billings.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
WINS COMMERCIAL VICTORY.
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Fail
Concerns
Crowd It Out of That
Empire.
Washington, Jan. 6 Standard Oil
t
company has won a long and
victory in
Austro-Hungaria-

n

hard-fough-

Austro-Hungar-

The state department today was notified that satisfactory agreement had
been reached between the Vacuum
Oil Company, a standard oil auxiliminisary, and the
ter of finance in controversy between
that company and the oil concerns
capcontrolled by
ital. The agreement provides for the
removal within eight days of all reConsent to Dissolution.
the
pressive measures affecting,
Building American company. The dispute was
The Portales Concrete
Block and Cement company, with of- Initiated, it is said by the local
fice at Portales, Roosevelt count, -Hungarian
refiners who employ
has applied to the territorial secre- antiquated methods and machinery.
tary for permission to dfs solve incor- A similar controversy is threatened
poration. W. E. Lindsey is the pres in Roumania.
ident, Fred Crosby the secretary ;:nd
the board of directors is compose! of NO RACE SUICIDE IN
Fred Crosby, Armita Crosby, Deane
SANTA FE COUNTY.
H. Lindsey and W. E. Lindsey. Acting Secertary Edwin P. Coard issued Probate Clerk Has Figures Showing
a certificate of assent.
Births Exceeded Deaths for Past
The territorial secretary has been
Three Years.
"
notified that a certificate of dissoluThere is no race suicide in Santa
tion has been issued to the C. H. Fe county, nor has there been a sign
Sharp Constructing Company of Kan- of it for the past three years, ac
sas, which was qualified to do busi- cording to records obtained by Proness in New Mexico.
bate Clerk George V. Armijo. Mr.
Armijo has not yet arranged the birth
Sending Out Constitutions.
The territorial secretary's office and death register totals for each year
force is still .busy sending out copies but from April 8, 1907, to January 1,
of the constitution, for while all the 1911, there have been just 750 deaths
voters have been supplied, packages compared with 923 births.
This would leave the comfortable
of 100 cpies each are sent to the
hundred members of the constitu- margin of 173 births more than deaths
s
each year.
The work of or 57 and
tional convention.
reading the proof on the, journal of CATHOLICS FORBIDDEN TO
the convention, which will soon be isREAD REPUBLICAN PAPERS.
sued In pamphlet form, continues.
Miss Virginia Bean has been appointArchbishop of Lyons, France, Issues
ed to assist in the
Decree Forbidding it and Dewhich is a strenuous task.
claring it Sin.
Board Meets Monday.
Lyon, France, Jan. 6. Archbishop
The territorial board of Equaliza- of. Lyons
today issued a diocesan detion will meet here Monday, January cree forbidding
Catholics from read9.
Traveler Auditor Charles V. Saf-- ing the four Republican newspapers
published ia the diocese and declarContinue on Page Eight.
ing the reading of the papers a sin.
Austro-Hungaria-

n

Austro-Hungaria-

n

Austrian-

two-third-

proof-readin-

iffiSTEO

GIFTS

iPROTEGTIG.N

,

exaggeration.
Major Muller loves a joke. He
gives remarkable cigars to his friends
but always to but one friend so that
others may remain to have the explosion.
He opened his mail as usual yesterday morning and received a long letter from a homesteader on land matters. The letter was legibly written
in pencil and it was right, to the point
without a chemical trace of verbosity.
Towards the end of the epistle,
however, the writer said that the reason he had not been to call at the
land office to prove up or go through
certain formalities was that, he was
kept indoors with Small Pox.
And now the question arises, should
one fumigate letters before reading
or should not some precautions be
small pox patients from
taken
of such
the use of the mails until they are
of such laws
thoroughly well?

There is a big demand for bulletin
No. 7 issued by the New Mexico Indemand
the
surance department,
coming from Arizona and Colorado.
To Build Road.
(
D.
Territorial Engineer Charles
Miller has returned from Las Vegas
where he made arrangements for the
establishment of a convict amp of
fifty convicts to be located in the
small canon 'between Sapello and
River where work will soon
commence on the Las Vegas-Mor- a
road. This road i3 thirty miles long
and the work is quite rough.
January 13 and 14.
Through an error it was stated in
the New Mexican that the examination of teachers seeking certificates
will he held January 6 and 7. The
dates are Just a week later, January
13 and 14, thus giving ample time.

CHRISTMAS

,"0. 27

Militant Organization to Fight It Receives Only One Half Suit Under Sherman Anti- It Should De Given
Reduction of Protective
Trust Law to Dissolve
Tariff
Under Lav
the Combination

1

Also Money Orders and Currency Posses and Private Citizens in It
to Close Year's AcAutomobiles on the
counts.
Man Hunt.

Monday.
Danneraora,

LATE

liUI

AREjRGBESSIVE

p

Territorial Board of Equalization Other Maintaind His Innocenc
Had Murdered Rent
Meets in Santa Fe

necessary.
Without the
societies, the passage
has been found to he indeed probThe member
ably is impossible.
therefor who complains because the
state has not interefered in his behalf will find the reasons for such
want of interference within the societies themselves.
The department further adds: "No
citizens should be more anxious for
such a regulative law than the members of such societies themselves,
who like the present applicant are of
elseadvanced ages uninsurable
where, and brought face to face with
the basic folly of fraternal insurance
as it was, the abandonment of which
and thus the lifting of the system itself to a higher plane of safety, will
be the certain result of the legislation now suggested in New York
state."

Mi

of Ho t e
Young Italians Go to Three Sacks of Registered Daring Hold-uMail Disappear on Way
Clerk and Early Morning
Their Death in Clinton
Y.
to
Oakland
N.
Street Car
Prison,

VEGAS ONE

,

WOOL GROWERS

KILL

EXECUTED

Notified of Two

Fraternal Insurance
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marriage license was issued yest ,r DANDRUFF AND ITCH-INt
finadalui'C
liny at. .Mbiii'i'.--iiSCALP YIELD TO
ran and Jose l'or!:lio .lojola. lie
:rc
la IntMr.ns.
THIS TREATMENT
Marriage License. i man-japWhy experin.eiit trying to drive the
Read
Should
' .use whs iivamed ;:t
as VtV.-..-Every Woman
nandniif genii from underneath the
skin with greasy lotions or fancy hair- ictnrjana Oriesia 21 Ciiiipcrito.
this Advice and the Genvdro lilea, 2"), Springer.
dressing whea The Capital Pharmacy
erous Offer that Goes
r twill guarantee
Seventy-twZEMO and ZEMO
Nimrods. Last,
('. SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
iTil:in Clerk Lorenzo Iu!gi!o
With It
germ life that causes the trouble.
Han Miguel county,
issued sev
n'cii!ii'V
T!
i;u in in r ol iJisi iises
two licenses. A. M. Tliurlow is :ei ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be
:ieu is such Unit we belifvc o'dest man in 'hat
in!
county who .r-- i obtained in any city or town
tills space wuuid bardiy euiitain
riod a gun and followed a dog st America and are recognized the best
mere mention of tlieir names, Ullli
year. He is 7S years of age. V.' ua)and most economical treatment for
ii is a fact that most of these (lis-- Hooker is
all affections of tihe skin or scalp
Ikthe tallest, man who
eases are of a catarrhal nature,
ed the trial of large and small
i'e. whether on infant or grown person.
woman cannot lie well if there is a The
om One shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and
top of his head is removed
trace of ea'arrh in her system.
the soles of his feet by six fee; uid application of ZEMO will stop itching
and cleanse the scalp of dandruff and
Some women think there is no help two
inches of bone and muscle. Care j scurf.
for them. We positively declare this
Koogler is the shortest person
We invite you to try ZEMO and
to bo a mistaken idea. We are so'
a hunting license. He is jus live ZEMO
SOAP and if not entirely
sure of this that we offer to supply feet tall
with his shoes on. Wr :nd satisfied we will refund your money.
medicine absolutely free of all cost Kooeler is
of
'r
Bosses.-vouncest
the
in every instance w here it fails to
He
a license to shoot wild animal:
suumuh-tiataoea
or
not
to run but had Mr. Rhea onj
give satistaction,
13 years of age. His brother, hire, started
is
our claims. With this under- is
top of him after he slipped and fell
one
his
senior.
year
just
at the corner. Mr. Rhea is a little
standing, no woman should liesitati
No Race Suicide in "an Miriel.
to believe our honesty of purpose, or The
last out of practice but in pretty fair concom;
in
San
births
Miguel
dition and although it took lively
hesitate to put our claims to a test.
numbered 224 and the
work he held his man until assistance
There is only one way to overcome year
arrived
and he was taken to the councatarrh. That way is through the
Las Vegas Wants to Watch Weath- ' ty.
jail. The man had evidently pre
blood. You may use all the snuffs, er.
"'day, pared for the theft for he had his
"While in Santa Fe
douches or like remedies for years President Frank H. H. Robei"; of ths
shoes carefully muffled in cloth to
without netting more than lemporay
Xew Mexico Normal I'nlver:- - y and prevent
making any noise. He will
relief at b. si. Catarrh in general is
John C. Baker, professor oi .ience have a hearing tomorrow.
a diseased condition of the system
C
.
.m
r
call
will
in that institution,
that shows locally most frequently in R Linnev.
the United States father
membranes.
mucous
from
WATER COMPANY ORDERS
discharges
and endeavor to i. ike arj
Local treatment, should In; assisted by observer,
FORTY CARS OF MAINS.
the
for
ili'Mg
him
with
internal treatment for the general dis rangements
San Antonio. Jan. 6. The San An- build- Norr..
from
the
flaes
weather
cure
eased condition it a complete
made tonio Water Company has just, made
......
:.. ...
Recently the Normal
;..i....i...i fT.a..t. tu;
1 lilH iHlllUUl
In tO UIJ ILdVliai,
cr for an order for forty carloads of mains,
obsi
officials
volunteer
the
ment should be scientifically devised
Las Vegas and vicinity. T!i .voather ranging in size from four to ten
and faithfully administered,
were used by Dr. W. C. inches. This material is for the puris scientifically flags that
Rexall Mucu-Tonthe
former observer, :ovever: pose of increasing the system and
1'iaily,
prepared from the prescription of have not been transferred f' e Nor- - keeping up the rapid suburban growth
mcr
an eminent physician who for thirty mal. An effort
demand for water
may be r. e too, !and in easing
al! Parts of the city. It is es-ply
years made catarrh his specialty, to secure some addition;;:
This remedy is admirably adapted to ments, such as wind
Las timate(i Tnat tlle growth of the city
gaiif'
wit tun the last year, when completely
the treatment of the catarrhal ail- Vegas Optic.
supplied with water service, will rement of women. It purifies and en
s
of the mains inquire
riches the blood, tends to stop mu
cluded in this order.
cons discharges, aids in removing THIEF CAUGHT IN
ACT OF STEALING
impurities from the system, soothes,
heals and strengthens the mucous tis
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Store at Albusues, and brings about a feeling of Manager of Harness
by local applications, as they cannot
After
querque Captures Burgl.tr
health and strength
reach the diseased portion of the!
a Chase.
We want you to try Rexall Mueu-Tonear. There is only one way to cure!
Albuquerque, X. M., Jan. 6. There deafness, and that Is by constitution-- !
on our guarantee. If you are
as
of
fifteen
minutes
was
reason
about
not benefited, or for any
al remedies.
Deafness is caused by
not satisified, simply tell us and we .classy an Impromptu wrosoing matcn an inflamed condition of the mucous
.u isu Uu setwill hand back your money, uexauinb one
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
Mucti-Toncomes in two sizes, r0 morning shortly after 8 oMoek at the,
Ube Jg inamed you have a rum.
avenue
Cemral
of
and
Fourth
W1
cents and $1.00. Remember, you
80und or irapertect hearingi andi
W.
The near Schutts candy store hen B.
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
tain Rexall Remedies only
of the Thomas F. Iv leher ham- IP. the result nnd nnloQa tho iiiflfimmo.
Store Fischer Drug. Co.
I'Rhea
ess store succeeded in lan ling a bold
can bg taken ou(. an(J th.g tuhe
bad burglar and holding him until restore(j to its norraai
condition, hear
police assistance arrived.
will be caused by Catarrh, which
ing
d the store is
hp
nothing but an inflamed condition
9 I ill. uiiiui
luiuiiu w i ji on central avenue near t he corner of the mucous surfaces.
when he noticed a suspidous looking
We will give One Hundred Dollars
man with his face pressed against for
EXALTATION.
any case of Deafness (caused by
the window looking into the store.
(Alter the French ot Victor Hugo.) Mr. Rhea sat quiet in ihe office and catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuAlone by the waves, on a starlight-.
awaited
developments-Presently, lars, free.
night,
carefulthe
door
the intruder opened
F1.
J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
,
INO mibt on ute
iu , . , ,
tas, nut a
or,, .,.,n!irotlv sat
Said by Druggists, 75c.
sight,
isfied that, no one was in. went over
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
further
than behind the counter and commenced
My eyes pierced
pation.
earth's desires;
block
material
of
a
leather
lot
stuffing
And nature all nature,
the hills and other stuff under his overroat
the
and
woods,
Mr. Rhea waited until the visitor was
On Pressing Occasions
The waves of the seas and
the pretty well loaded down and then
was
heavenly fires.
for
he
its
him, just
going
jumped
out the door. There was an exploAnd the infinite legion of golden stars sive mixup with leather flying in all
The man got away and
Replied in a chant of harmonious directions,
bars,
While with scintillant crowns they
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
seemed earthward to nod;
PAZO OINTMENT 1s eenranteed to pure
And the waves, which no puissance any case of itching, isliml. Bleeding or ProtrurlliiK Piles in 6 to l tda.vs or money
can rule or arrest,
funded, 50e.
Made answer, while curbing the foam
of each crest:
It is God! It is God! It is God!
PROF. GEO. W. VICTOR
Florence Earls Coates, in Harper's
Weekly.
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SEUGfllANBROSCO.
Extend the Season's

Compliments and
Best Wishes for a
Happy & Prosperous
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m$n Fine Shoes

See our Window Display

Mb

that gives a dressey appearance
SHOES that wear.

SHOES

John Pfleuger

FOR

HALF

A

CCNTURY THE LEADING

DRV GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Bex 219

IM

THE CITY

Phone 39
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Shoe Specialist.
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all

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Phone Red 100

TH0MS R

fm

mm

DELGAD0, Mgr.

mam

:

Irrigation and Farm

:

Work made easy by using
& JOHNSON

FILLER

FRANK

F.

ps?Zamp

CELEBRATED PALMIST

Killed Eight Wolves

&

GORMLEY

BE SURE

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

,

Sole Agents For
IMERNATIONAL

STOCK FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

K145

LEO HERSCH

FE- -

EI 45

nez was fined
with option of
disturbing the
drew half that

A
YUJrtt,
lllir
! IOH
V UI Wlll

That tf,e ew Year we are ius entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
T
year fu of Health and prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

I

$10 at Albuquerque
ten days in jail for
Abel Ivers
peace.
sentence on a similar

charge.
Fined for Furnishing Whiskey.
Carlos Banda was fined $25 and costs
at Roswell for furnishing whiskey to
a countryman.
Store Robbers Caught. The two
men who robbed the Koury store at
merchandise,
Albuquerque of $400
have been caught at Gallup.
Marriage License for Indians. A

Will Trade With
II. C. Yontz J

L. W. Nichols

a rancher in the San Andres moun- Claivoyant & Spirit Medium
tains, northern Dona Ana county,
killed eight wolves and three coyotes
on his ranch.
Fetty Thieves at Silver City A
and call upon this marvelous man.
gang of thieves the past few days
Rarely do you have tlie OPORTUMTY
committed three burglaries at Silver
of consulting with as gifted a person
City. They entered three stores but
as this Prof. VICTOR.
secured booty at only two and that
in very small amounts.
He Tells You ail you wish to
Whelan Retires as Editor James
know. Tells you about your business
D. Whelan has retired as editor of the
affairs, love, divorces, diseases, seArtesia, Eddy county, Advocate, his
wills, deed, mortgages, etc,
parations,
interests having been acquired by
He reunites the separated, restores
Gayle Talbot, William Crandall, S. O.
Higgins and George U. McCrary.
lost affections, teaches you how you
Suffering From Cold. At Las Cru-cemay win the one you love,, even
the water supply of the town
though miles away.
was cut off by the freezing weather
this week. El Paso experienced sim REMEMBER
ilar trouble and the public schools
He gives names, dates,
had to close down on account of the
and figures.
facts
j
intense cold.
Wallet with $179 Recovered. The
FEES
50c & $1.00.
accidental dropping of a $500 bill at FEES
El Paso led to the arrest of Pedro
AH Business Confidential
Rodriguez and the recovery of a wallet containing $1,790 in bills of large
HOUR
9 to 9 HOUR
denominations as well as jewelry
valued at $11,000, owned by N. B. Prof. GEO. W. VICTOR.
Cummings, a racehorse man.
Fined and Jailed. Daniel MartiNorth West Corner of Lincoln & Palace

Agent.

Wholesale

&oTp

x

i

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, KEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

aiaui,,.---.- nuiY

San Francisco St.

The Straggle, for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
OF EFFORT.
HyHon.Ii.

B, PRINC'K

The Book of the Time
If you would discuss the subject
intelligently.
Mailed on
OH
receipt of PWU
NKW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa Fe, N. M

tl

when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accomplish it yourself because you will lose
both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a professional job that will thoroughly satisfy
anu
you In promptness, excellence

reasonable price.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

"KER R'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP

FOB THE

rHlLDREN

Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
and a thousand and one otherthings will make presents your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
come to us and buy a sensible gift.

WJJJS

If it's Hardware

We have it.

WHOLESALE
Aft D RETAIL

creened

RATON
YANKEE

wood
Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Ccal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Cear

AZt!

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

f7 Jjepo?
85

Telephone 85

Your ffew Year Greeting
Should be accompanied w th some little remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, lew pied
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Dny, we
have the ' "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa

Fe Trail Curio Company

For i9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE

BATHS

QUINE

BATHS

&

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry n Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE BED 122.

'Phone 9

RATES

In 6isFr Anna

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSO!

PHONB RED 112.

i

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.

IStop

We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.

SlfBTi

acy

3

Phone 213

Pharmacy
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Treasury Department,

of the

of Comptroller

OfBce

back with us to

REEXTENDING
CHARTER.

CERTIFICATE

STATEHOOD FORCES

NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE.
located in the City of Santa Fe, in the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Con
gress "to enable National Banking As
sociatlons to extend their corporate
existence, and for other purposes,''
approved July 12, 18S2, as amended
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certify that THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
in the County of Santa Fe, and Territory of New Mexico, is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in its amended articles of association; namely, until close of business
on December 2, 1930.
IN TESTIM0N7 WHEREOF witness my hand and Seal of office tbii
second day of December, 1910.
LAWRENCE 0. MURRAY,
Comptroller of the Currency.

MARCHING

01

n

I

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
December 14, 1910.
Notice la hereby given that Pascual
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
August 4, 1905, made homestead enNE
for NW
try. No.
NW 4 of section 15,
and SE
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver U.
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 8th day of February, 1911

Whirlwind Cam
paign in Bernalillo

j

..

Eddy, Roosevelt, and
Curry Counties Will Give
Majorities.

Chaves,

Democratic

j
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BURSUM.

C

Tittman of Hillsboro.

advantage above statehood for
Mexico. They are kickers iron-- j
with political dyspepsia, like a
who finds fault with the

board-lin-

house bill of fare
he
doesn't take any exercise and doesn't
digest his food,
Meeting at Deming Tonight,
"In Cram, county the constitution
will get a majority of from inn to .'on.
Friday night there will he a Luna
county meeting at Dentine at whh-H.

of

will
Socorro,
speak under the auspices of the Non
partisan Statehood League. In Luna
county the issue is statehood versus
Uncle Jimmy
I'pton winning his
$lo00 bet. Uncle Jimmy is naturally
working hard to save his $:,n but
it, looks as if he would lose as sentiment, for statehood is growing. It. is
simply a question as to whellur the
people will get the most benefit from
statehood or from Cm-lJimmy's
winning his $1500.
The result of the trip through the
southern counties is most encouraging
and as I said before, everywhere the
constitution is proving iis own best
M

Dougherty

argument."
Dona Ana County Is Safe.
the river precincts. where there is
Ac(I.
Albuquerque, N. M., .Tan.
no opposition but a vast amount of
Air. Tittman
left for cording to Hon. Nestor Montoya, the
indifference.
in Dona Ana
(opposition to state-hoohome last evening.
or three
to
two
is
confined
county
Bursum is Confident.
whose combined influence will
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. G. "Ninety-f- people
out of a hundred people, on have but, little effect on the vote.
ive
"The statement that Dona Ana
the average are in favor of the con
stitution after they read it, said county will go against, the constituCnuirmaI1 H 0 iJursllI11 0f tuo terri- - tion or that there is any considerlorial Republican central committee able opposition there, is absurd," said
last night. Mr. Bursum as a result Mr. Montoya yesterday morning at
of his extended trip over the south
ern counties with Governor .Mills, O.

COUGH MEDICINE.

Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
"Several
St., Easton, Pa., states:
members of my family have been cur
ed of bad coughs and colds by the
use of Foley s Honey ana lar ana i
am never without a bottle in the
house. It soothes and relieves the irritation in the throat and loosens up
the cold. I have always found it a re- - A Uriaiolo and Xegtor Monlova is
liable cough cure." soia ai ayiun in a good position to say how things
Pharmacy.
are going and he is highly optimistic
over the outcome on January 21. Mr.
Bursum leaves this morning for San- -

ita

i

'

ago

Mrs. F

Barber Shot)

O. BROWN

Phone No. 23 Red

La Salle Restaurant
Two lJoora below K. An cfStcu-e- '
REGULAR MEALS 25c
SHORT

ORDERS

AT

ALL

H0JRS

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00

French Noodle order

20c.
New York Chop Suey 20c.

nve l,er cwlt against the, constitution
are now practically unanimous for it
of party. Such well known
j
Democrats as Luciano Chavez and
lienjamin hanchez and others are
strongly supporting statehood. The
speeches of the governor, Mr. Lar-- i
razolo and Mr. Montoya have done in-- ;
estimable good and the effects are
everywhere apparent. The people are
finding out what is in the constitution,
and when they do that they are
practically certain to vote for it.
"In Dona Ana county, I think now

dish.
dish.

the chances are that the constitution
will receive close to a thousand majority. The, town of Dona Ana will go
practically solid for it. Mesilla, a
Democratic precinct will give a vote
'
of eighty per cent for the constitution.
Las Cruces will give a good majority
the opposition there
being con- fined entirely to a rew persons dis-- '
gruntled with the county organization who place personal preferment

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, MEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest,"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors BANS SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

or for business life. Great
air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ui d elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
'Hie rain or snow during session.
Rleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eamern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modem In all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
(i, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; Vv M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
men for college
amount of opon

A

Flnlay
For particulars

nn--

.Illustrated catalogue

address.
COL. JA3. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE .AND SUPPLIES.
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possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey ol
the township, viz.:

j
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Tittman, one of the
delegates in
the constitutional convention declares
that Sierra county will give a majori-- ;
ty for the constitution provided that
the vote is gotten out. especially iu

Claimant nam-- as witness:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
Cruz Archuleta, .11 of Galisteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
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r
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'

Attorney

j

and ;
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
mortiiiss.
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujiilci.
d ih':
."liit
at
aii of Cuba, N.
(liepubiicatiun.)
all of tht :u enth
e is hereby given that
tne
Any person who fibres to protest
the constitution. The v;
top. ,
named claimant Las fi!e: against the allowance of said proof.
ers of the distriet, men w
pot!,-of his intention to make final tor who knows of any substantial
are historic,, were all in
s ipport of his claim under son under the laws and
proof
of
repulsac.-.in favor of the com titnti'
SfClio i K a;, i 17 of the act of March the, Interior
Department why
:
"Tuesday af'nioon the
854), as a:nndei prcof should not be silov.-c-will he
by the act of February 21, ls!;3 (2
compani. d by .Indue A.
given an opportunity at the aoo.e- Mr. Albert Kounl a in. visi'
States.,
"
saia prooi wu menuor.ea lime ana p;aci to cross
be made before .Juan t !. Sandoval,
tunc old town of Inma Ai.
examine the witnesses of said claimS. Ct. Corar., Cul a,
M , on Febru
ally every citi.eti of the
ant, and to otter evidence in
the meeting and tl.
;.'iid(-ary 10. lit 11, viz: Cd; o Sandoval, of of that submitted by claimant
Cuba, N. M., for th? ciaim
".uestion of their, rieternti
in
MANUEL R. OTKRO
Sees. IfS and 23. T. in n., a. i w. N
vote for the constitution.
Rftgistes
M. P. M.
"In a word. Dona Ana.
Pie names the foKowing witnesses
for statehood, first, last
If you want anyrorng on eartn try
to prove hl3 actual continucus auverse
time, and will help to swei
a New Mexican Want Ad.
';
a
substantial way.
hy in
e received
from other
southern New Mexico wei.
We Have Built Up
?
The fact is tu;
enraging.
ple are aroused to the in::,
giving our constitution a
"
ity. The opposition has In
."7;
cntly bitter to arouse, tie
blood of the ppople in tin southern
Part, of the new state antliey are
Tl
going to get. the vote out
"On the way south we In id an early
It
morning meeting at San .Man-ial'
1
r i
s.
was a holiday and the people, includ,
attended
ing many railway employe.-Their enthusiasm was
the meeting.
we
met
which
as
with
a
that
on
par
v
we continued south.
THE PACE FOR 1911
VJ "I have now covered a considerable
iixii fajVwiii
will surely be set by our livery sta-- j
danTin
tj
the
of
only
territory.
part
we
as
to
have
as
aa
let
ble,
WE
LUMBER
HANDLE
rigs
good
ever
our
thr. iteiied
ger which lias
private ones. If you
in large quantities and have every
constitution has been indifference reENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
modern facility for furnishing the
of
r
most
assurance
the
from
I
.
sulting
,
or you have an engagement where a very best rough or dressed
the people have felt that this consticarriage is necessary or proper, send
tution would carry without effort.
Lumber
us word and we will see that you are of every
disapThis indifference is rapidly
We are thus
description.
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
pearing and by election day our peoenabled to make the very best prices
be pleased with our service
and for Lumber of such high grada.
ple as a matter of pride and of loyal
out
in
the
be
force
at
will
prices.
citizenship
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.
polls.
WILLIAMS 4 RISBG
"Governor Mills is to participate in
a statehood
meeting at Las Vegas
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Re.
Friday night. The governor, Mr.
ku.
will
Mr. Larrazolo and myself
HON. CHARLES A. SPIESS.
go into Rio Arriba county next week.
Who Will Gpeak at Mora.
Former Governor Otero, Judge
alV.
are
and George
Annijo.
ready in Taos county and within the
the
Mora,
county
next ten days' campaign parties, com- iiiti iicii lit of
scltoo's. has charge of In- arrange- posed of men of both political faiths
will have been in every county in no tits for the men. big in that town.
'a ii! '.' live beri S.itir
The majorities for the Tlif speakf.-New Mexico.
iu
Las Vegas
an
automobile."
with
to
day
are
grow
constitution
going
organiOptic.
every day. The
i
m- Lucius Dills Scores His Brethren.
zation lormea in mis county
in
Register-Tribune- :
similar
note
Kdilor
organizaresult
probably
tions elsewhere and an organized, thai, my article in regard to the conevstitution has received far more attensystematic campaign to see that
tion ban
cast."
is
vote
cxpectul or thought warery
onsidei ing its hasty preparanted,
Work of
League.
Re- ration.
Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan.
linv. iii't- Mullano of
the Carlsbad
ports received today at, the headquar
Statehood ' Current takes me to task tor submit
ters of the
League from all counties of the ter- ting anything to a Republican paper.
desired to
ritory show that everywhere the senmight retort, that, bad
litiient for the constitution is grow-- j suppn ss its publicity I would have
but
won't.
sent i to the Cum-nting i ntlmsiastic in supplanting
and the determined camProlirolher Wood of the
where op- gress sees only straight. Republican
paign in l he few count
position has been serious is vapidly doctrine in it. The enabling act speChaves
county, cified that the constitution should tie
results.
bringing
the i'ocos valley Democratic strong- Republican in form; the constitution
The kind that grows with your library- hold, it is believed, wi.i give live hun- is Republican in just, the same sense
that
Ihat will fit practically any space
dred majority for statehood: Roose- tliat. the Congress intended and my
can be moved one unit at a time by one
velt and Curry counties, considered article was Republicnn in the same!
debatable ground, it is now almost Sense. In fact everybody in this coun-- j
person without disturbing the books that is
certain will furnish big majorities for try is a Republican in that same!
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
statehood
sense except anarchists and
those
roiier-bearin- g
who
made. Fitted with
been
j
the
bookcase
have
politi-the
started
patronizing
by
The campaign
is
Neb.
Lincoln.
cal
at
Statehood League hers
spectacle factory
doors; base units furnished with or without
I have taken some
pains to discuss
proving one of the most vigorous and
drawers; and a!i made in a variety of woods and
pietures! io ever begun in New Mex the constitution locally with those in
its
and
to
the
whirlwind
A
of
ries
adoption
opposition
meetings
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Ca!l and
ico,
are to b held in every precinct iu more I investigate the more I am at
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
the conn y; fences and rocks and a loss to understand where the deleviews showing arniuiasmeot injibrary ..parlor, etc.
barns ar. to be plastered with glaring gates will be "at." in the event the
tvne appealing for a big vote for present, constitution is rejected and'
statehood; and a committee of one they assemble to draft another. One
New Mexican Printing Company
hundred of the most prominent citi- man objects because certain things
New Mexico.
Sole Agents, Sun"
zens of both parties has been formed are embodied in the organic law; anto work at the polls on election day. other objects because certain things
beA canvass is being taken of every are left, out; the third opposes
!
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the opposition will have so duindi-ato be
in jriif.;We.
Tl
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d bisr omen o! a bu majority is t:
d(T.thu.-bsti- c
'1 his
U,
illation of
'he CM. S'ltlltil
than man. who
,
l:o o ipest
e;:i,:; at eon , ft ,. very
Mora County Is Solid.
Sa;sif'- for
I'eivoernts as Weil as '; publicans
ran loadl!al:',es ill .Mora county will support the con' ami all stitution, aecordinu to Histrict
Afor-net'ha.ri s V. ;. Ward v. l.o retai ned last
f.oui a several days'
.rty
Mr.
and bttsitiess visit, to tiu-,county.
'lie biS- Ward says the constitution will lie
I'ractic-- given a big majority in Mora county.
at- The people there saow a great inti
Ward
Mr.
ill lii
document.
..as no
to made several addresses on the docu''on
ment in Mora and the smaller set'ie-mcntio
near that ci... Mora is prepard all
h" ing, says Mr. Waul, to turn out a
tiie tt.ajor- - large crowd to the sta'ehood meeting
that will he held (here Saturday evi'n.iies in ening, flovi i nor Mills, O A. Larramost til- zolo. ( hai ies
('.
,oiess.. Lotus
I!:e!ti and
th"
lairhs A .soiess. Lotus (
ff he present anil andress the audience.
i
major-- On Sundav owning the same speakers will eddress a big meeting
at
Wagon Mound. Idas Sanchez, super- lleW
eon-
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structed and there
by 100 or more
was on Tuesday
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Cur-

rency.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that THE FIRST

(Seal)
Charter No.
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tin- haiuiso:
which has Just !'

school
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HON. SOLGtVION lUNA.
National Committeeman.

the headquart rs of

the Statehood
"Not only is the opposition
slight, but it. is fading away very
rapidly and by election day I believe
it will have almost entirely disappeared. I know that we can count on not
less than 50f majority from the county and if the enthusiasm continues
the majority may be bigger. Governor Mills, Mr. Bursum, Mr. Larrazolo
and myself arrived in Las Cruces
the
Monday evening and received
most enthusiastic reception I have
ever seen accorded to a party of
speakers in New Mexico on a campaign duty. The meeting there lelt
nothing lo be desired either in the
way of attendance or enthusiasm.
The fact is, the people of Las Cruces
want statehood. There is no question how they are going to vote, and
they are going to see that every voter gets out.
for ConstituDemocratic Chairman
tion.
"If any further evidence were needed as to how' his county will stand,
it was furnished by Mr. Numa Fren-ger- ,
chairman of the Democratic
Mr. Frenger has
county committee.
been an opponent of the constitution
and had not. declared himsojf for it
up to the time of our meeting. When
the meeting opened, however, he was
elected chairman and in opening tne
uncondi
meeting declared himself
tionally for the constitution. He said
that up to the time he talked with
Mr. Larrazolo he had not given the
constitution careful reading, but that
he had now done so and was satis
fied that it was to the best interest
of every citizen of New Mexico re
gardless of political consideration, to
vote for the constitution and for imMr.
mediate statehood.
Frenger
urged on the people that our first
duty is to insure Immediate admis
sion and that party supremacy can
well afford to wait until afterward
to be decided. Our reception at Las
Cruces and the attention and
applause accorded each speaker as well
aB our private talk with the people
convinced us absolutely that Las Cruces is practically solid for the constitution.
Mesilla Turns Out en Masse.
"We had been led to expect soma
opposition to the constitution among
No
the
people.
such opposition exists. As we approached the town of Mesilla we were
met by 150 men otk horseback and aa
many more on foot. They marched
league.
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THING
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
6TAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAYS
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY CHARLES W. G. WARD,
Who Has Campaigned Mora County for the Constitution
man in the city who will be asked if
he approves the constitution and if
not why not. In this manner, the
league will get an accurate list of all
persons opposed and personal work it
is believed will make the vote for
statehood in this city and county
nearly unanimous.
There Is no mistaking the growth of
the sentiment throughout New Mexico. There is every reason to believe
that by election day on January 21,

cause other things entirely different
from No. 2 are not in it; and so it
goes. There has been no concert of
action and no general agreement as
to what the constitution should contain or not contain. I suppose that
if the one hundred strongest kickers
against the pending constitution were
sent to Santa Fe to draft an organic
of
law that the famous convention
(Continued

on Page Five.)
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Ledger Dater month, day and year in
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FE COUNTY.

OF SANTA

The
League of Allat-querque is putting Santa Fe to shani-The Duke City is making a vigorous!
campaign for the adoption of the con
stiiution. it is not only a fen- polilical leaders, bin the business men
for;
who ate aioused and vofKing
suttiaooil. In Santa Fe. the work is
dozen
to li;;'.!' a
v, bo
il. spite thi'ir own inte rests av
in the oilier direction, are loyally and
v working
to cvt out a
tui't voie in favor of the fundanicnta
law. The businessmen of Santa Fe
will be greater beneficiaries under
statehood than the people or inter-- i
ests of any other section of New ilexieo.
They should arouse tnetnselves
and should see to il thai Santa Fe
county gives a heavier majority for
the constitution than any other of the
counties of the territory.
twenty-sithe vote
In fact, in this county,
should be unanimous and every registered voter should cast his bailor.
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LIbros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
en un libro, 25c.
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A call has been issued for a grand
initiative were a beautiful
15
Libc-nccourt house on Monday
month at Wvonic ::ill
100 en un libro, 75c.
thing if it could be used to initiate Iraliy at the
an
such
7:30 p m.
There should be
'evening.
and would Iminwmrlne of neonle as Santa Fe, has
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
only salutary legislation
J. A. MASSIE,
Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego.
initiate it in the most perfect form ne
before witnessed.
Every bust- - W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
'
sheet
S
Option,
The men who in ssinaii and property owner should
possible. But it isn't
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 58.
would take advantage of it are those make it. a point to be in attendance.
a
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfects No. )
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
who have a "selieire" to put through: ': he issue to be discussed from a non-;th- e
jj
14th
.voepte;
Ancient
de
and
degree.
Recibos
LIbros de
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1
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ithe people; the demagogues who vital consequence to New Mexico, but Scottish
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loyal-iachieve power and hold office. Pays who lags in his enthusiasm and
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Applicacion por Hcencla d Matrl- such a crisis is nothing short
he Arizona Republican:
j ty at
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ot
the
interests
to
a
best
of
traitor
The peo)lc of Colorado at the reInvited to attend.
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Santa Fe should not dially
cent election adopted a constitutional the community.
32.
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JOHN
Certiflcado de Naclmento,
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stand one whit behind Albuquerque
amendment providing for the initiaVenerable Master
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the work it will do to get out the vote
tive and referendum method of legisMuertes, 25c.
on January 21 in favor of the consti- - HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
It wtis largely because of the
lation.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Secretary.
or
that
is
tutiou.
it true
Albuquerque
enthusiastic support given the amend- deserves the
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HIT
ment by the women voters of the
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
B. P. O. E.
ergetic and more public spirited than
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was
a
state that it
Noe. 1 and 2, full leather,
Chiefly Santa Fe? The call for the meeting
adopted.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. 0. Hi.
because it was "something new and is
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r:sents itgolden opportunity that
self to the advocate of the initiative
to demons-- : rate the beauties and effectiveness of that innovation at the
election en Jenuary "1. The proposition is one thi't would add much interest and picturesiiin ness to the battle of the ballots. This is the way
the Advocate puts it:
""There is no reason why people
on their own accord should not try
direct legislation in connection with
the vote on the constitution,' said Albert Blake to the editor of the Advocate. Continuing, Mr. Blake elaborated his proposition ajtout like this:
Let a booth be provided on election
day and ballots printed
something
like this:
For Against Initiative.
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of Alba- Dr. Ada M. Chamberlin
querque, and who recently returned
from a trip to Japan, is registered at
the Palace hotel.
Miss Madeline Mills is out again
after three months' siege with fever
She is looking very well and was a
caller today at the governor's office,
Former District Attorney George
S. Klock of Albuquerque, arrived In
the city last night on legal business.
He is at the Montezuma hotel.
E. H. Dodge, a few years ago city
editor of tho New Mexican, has resigned as editor of the Warsaw Dally
X7nion. at Warsaw, Indiana, and has
gone into the real estate and insur-

J. B. HAYWARD
Manager.
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& INSURANCE AGENCY.

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
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We respectfully solicit your business, -

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room ly Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black
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corro and chairman of the territorial
Republican central committee arrived
in the capital this forenoon after a
vigorous campaign tour of the southTomorrow he expects
ern counties.
to leave for Rio Arriba county with
District Attorney Alexander Read and
Hon. Nestor Montoya to campaign the
northern precincts.
"G. A. Richardson went to Artesia
Tuesday morning to address a const!-tutional meeting there last night. Mr.
McClure was called there on other
business, also." Roswell Daily Rec- -
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Premium remedies are not patent me
dicines, every premium remedy guaranteed as represented or your money
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and
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
now, they cost no more than the
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t would then at least, have a sa
to who would manage our state a
fairs, and I need not avail myself of
the opportunity to assume any more
connubial TAfirmnsibiliHes.
Yours for statehood.
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Campaign Schedule In Bernalillo
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cats at Kilkenny would look like a
The
Sunday school picnic in comparison.
One feature of the opposition
strikes me as peculiar. I find that the
old residents of New Mexico, those
who have been here long enough toinnllse Thursday. January 12.
really appreciate (?) the beauties and
Pajarito At school house. Friday,
conveniences of the paternalistic gov- 13
,7rary
ernment which obtains in our terrinrtep-nAt school Tiourp
Frldav.
tory, are almost to a man in favor of January 13.
Atriscc At school house, Monday,
j
January ie.
Terrible Train of Troubles
Martinez At J. A. Perea s nail,
Lake Charles, La. Mrs. E. Four- Vonday, January 16.
nier, 616 Kirby street, says: "The
Tues- Duranes At school house,
month before I took Cardui, I could
17.
day,
January
I had backache, head
hardly walk.
Ranchos de Atrisco At school
ache pain in my legs, chills fainting )i0lI8ei TuesdaVi
Tanuary
ecumacu, u.aBBiuB
mieua, Bic
Del Rio At school house, Wednes- or
no
and
courage.
patience
ings,
,(a
january g
and
Since taking Cardui I have no more
j0BeAt'Armljo hall, Wednes-paincan walk as iar as I want to, (jay jam,ary is.
and feel good all the time." Take
l
Barelas At school house,
and be benefited by the pe- - !iay jalmary 19.
culiar herb ingredients which have
Seats $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
old Albuquerque At court house,
been found so efficient for womanly Thursday, January 19.
Box Seats $2.00
Cardui wil relieve that back- ills.
The foregoing is a schedule of the
ache, headache, and all the misery meetings to be held throughout
which you suffer, just as it has nalillo county in the interest of state-donOn Sale at Fischer Drug Store
for others. Try Cardui.
hood, by speakers for the
A ion. Jan. 9.

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.
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flowEKS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

POJLTRY YARDS
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Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "Wyandottes. Cblckeus
on clean wholesome ood
are yai led In the orehaid under tlie trees and
only. No chance of Tuberculosis Rei ms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
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If you w. at anything on earth try
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Mrs. Josephine Digneo, wife of the
proprietor of the Claire hotel, has
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of the coat

graceful lapels

and backed by an enthusiastic deter- imination to get out every vote in Al- buquerque on the constitutional election day, the committee of the Non-- ;
Partisan Statehood League started
out yesterday afternoon to secure the
of fifty1
members of a committee
,
who will volunteer . their services as1
A
.jliejSKi.
workers on election day, to aid in get-ting out the vote. The committee is
going after business men, and prop-- ;
erty owners. The bigger the business
land the more the property holdings.!
it'-t
the more anxious is the committee to;
on the working!
'
, - ij?
place tho citizen
force.
"
!
'
From the success they met with;
Si 1' '
yesterday the committee is likely to,
make it a committee of one hundred,1
HON. H. M. DOUGHERTY.
instead of fifty. Every member of
Who Spe?ks at Deming Tonight.
this committee on election day will
be decorated with a large white rib-tution makers improved their oppor
bon. and on the ribbon will appear a
tunity and got many of the best fea egenu caicuiaieu 10 matce inc voier
tures of the organic laws of other!'
and take notice. The com-- j
states. Admitting the constitution is) sit up will
be organized into squads
mittee
not satisfactory to any one voter in who will
take turns about working
New Mexico a strong reason for beat the polls or hustling out tardy
lieving that it is a pretty good docu- voters.
it
'down,
turn
ment and the people
The committee
from the league
what, will the delegates who reassemble to frame another constitution have also proposes to organize an automoto work upon? What will they insert, bile brigade and a horse and carriage
and what will they prune out? What brigade so that while there will be
would we have if all the demands of1 no hired conveyances the voter who
the objectors were inserted in our or- - is disinclined to walk to the polls
ride in style just the same as if
gnnic law? Just, imagine the mass of ''an
collection of candidates was
con::artictory clauses, unbridled
and Alkorantc restrictions, sat "g the bill. This same committee
is now Panning to issue a statehood
urn;. Ma and sanctification!
W'aen pushed to a corner some of;1'"'"" fnd to decorate every man in
our kickers will declare that they the county with one who favors thf
The idea will be to
wouU rather live in a territory for-- : constitution.
ever than accept a constitution that show thp opponents of statehood
ver' lonesome they are.
not exactly suit them.
Mr. Editor, after an experience of,
a o:arter of a. century of territorial; jf you want anytninc on earth trv
bomiage, I would be willing to accept L Kcw Mexican Want Ad.
.
nook of Mormon as 0ur organic!
:
--

Dr. J. H. Sloan v.ao has been quite
ill with what is thought to have been
ptomaine poisoning, is able to be out
again, but he is still very weak.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president
e
of the constitutional convention,
nvea to attend we session ot tne su- -
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Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever crave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busr noon

i

The handsome shoulder

1

ar-th-

the halrwltU graces
I'll curl and
I'll suit tbe contour
your face,
f
My razor sharp and c,sorskeen,
clean
neat
Is
and
,owelsare
My shop
And everything 1 think you'll find i
To suit the taste and please the mind.
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;h,at
himself
the
Washington
this way pret!
who
framed
constitution
gates
pares it for the
reluctantly signed if. That' eonsiitu-i'- ,
nourishment of ail joints,
tion was a compromir
just as the proper
nerves and bones.
If you
constitution now befor the people of muscles,
have Rheumatism, pet the uric acid
is
a
as
Mexico
com;
New
his way to the coast.
just
out of the blood by taking S. S. S., a
constitution t lamed by anj
Mr. and Mrs T. H. Eall of Pomiac, every
purely vegetable medicine, and enjoy
a. state was a cotnpromi e. The federal freedom from its misery. Book ca
Mich., are sightseers registered
leioi
in
was
:i
the
dark
constitution
the Montezuma hotel.
rind nnv Tm.tiVnl nrU-iMounted Policeman J. W Collier 'they had no precedents to follow. The free to alUvho write
had the consti-IHE SWIFT HPEOlrio 00 Atlant
arrived from Estancia last night, and delegates at. hanta
0&
ot
otner
states to make.
all
the
tution
is at the Claire hotel.
"
""
our football breth-- l
C. P. Spader, merchant at Iierna-- j excerpts from. If
in-- ,
will read those other constitu- - tisan Statehood League which has
lillo, Sandoval county, came to the ren
a
county-consti'
vigorous
will
find
our
telling
augurated
that
tions they
capital yesterday from IsU ta, Herna- ma
a
wide
for
big
campaign
rousing
lillo county.
jority for the constitution on elec-- ;
Engineer E. E. Meier in charge of
tion day.
the Arroyo Hondo project has Ju3t
returned from Chicago and is at the
Business Men Take Hand.
Palace hotel.
Headed by Colonel M. L. Stern,-
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Attorney M. E. Mickey of Alhumi'-r-queis here on legal business and is
at the Palace hotel.
Dr. J. W. Cutler of Milwaukee, is
at the Montezuma hotel. He is on
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Rheumatism is h;c to a
condition i the A:,
a:; e
puscles, brought about l.y a;i c.v
of uric acid iti the c irculation. It is
c Lui a;i
not only a very fair.!'1. .1 e.i.-T!:
extremely (lanerous
briny, acrid y ts.lc f the blood pr.uhi-all- y
forms a exit::::; over the- tin: ck.;,
and lv dcrKisitin ' a evisttat like sub- stanct. ;n Ule j,,j.lt.. f,, ,;,.,.,;,. tenni- nates fatal ly, or leaves its victim a
It is natural to
hopeless cripple.
"doctor " the spot that hurts, and it is
!,n intents, .
quite right to
etc., to ett tnniior.try reiiei
from a pain fid joint c-- svu":!'-- tendon;
but Rheumatism is rot a skin d; :e:ise.
and such thin!
wnen depended on
alone make ore
the d
ease
ts a fntier he.M on the b'ood.
S. S. S. cures the
bee ruise it is
the greatest A a':! blood purifiers. It
poes into tin;
and
1

.on.-t.it- u

tie;,.

find most o;' the
to
position
come from those who
be least
fected by the tonstiu.
those
who have not read it.
have taken
their dope" from gar:
sources and
in either i;:r.otaht or
tiov.fd misA. Ii. Woodman, a dnu'
'oman representations of oil"
ind som.tj
of Denver, is at the Palaoe.
otistitution
'opposition because th
Mr. and Mrs. V. L.
of docs net in express ' ;..:; nullify a
Taos, are visitors at the I'lilin-fprovision of the cons :'"'ion cf the
'
1 liav.
.".tid one
J. J. IHiriiP, a traveling n;
from United States.
v.
naves count
dent of
!;,, while
Lamar, Colo., is at the PaUice.
himself on ret i'i as opposed
placing
n mining
M. O'Neill, the
t s himself
to the constitution, an; o
man from Cerrillos, is at. i'k; Claire. as a candidate for a
shoasihk and
ot
nsco
Mrs. T.
to be cre-;:- .
0"j highly remunerative o
corro county, is a visitor at th Mon ated by the constitute.
I opine that
tezuma hotel.
the voters will RECA 'A. l.im before
Mr. and Mrs. Martinez of I'a'sa he
gets past, the first p itvt primi'tw.
Springs, Colorado, are visitors wt the
The const ittn ion e
the I'litrU
Coronado hotel.
States has been pro:;, need by Euro- st govern-- i
George Fischer, a shoe salesman pean juris's as the i
of St. Louis, is calling on the trade. mental law ever com s i
by the
He is at the Palace.
mind of men, ami il
;' l.it ki rs will
a rt ad eonteinporaiU'Oi;;-wil- l history,
D. C. McElhinney, representing
they
find that it v.;
twine manufacturing company of Denonly through
ver, is at the Palace.
the personal in'liui:; e of George

Ycur Patronage Solicited
S. B. LAUGHLIN,

the adoption of iln;
tKe bos! thing to
circntrstances. I lino
o: the large property e
payi is, the people vl;
up shoulder the addition
jany i here be. are In
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men's
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I 'ope last
Saturday adjourned the:
John Jacob Astor, Mrs. Hernial
the on
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at any
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prices and
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Persia,
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superb
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me longest continuous session and r
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should at that time state plainly his
The New York Times:
few
attacks
and
the
relief,
slight
theitire
turn
of
tired
delicacy, despite her scanty raiment
waiting, they
"Mile, de Swirsky found an audi position on law enforcement in this reins of
and the twinkling of her toes."
government over to the! of backache I have had since then
ar- class of cases, since these
were
her
really
to
the
receive
ence
ready
American.
New York
party. It is hoped Have quickly yielded to tnis remeay.
first to come up since prohibition
7
tin t, the change will prove beneficial."
Mr. Romero gave the above testl- 'When Countess de Swir3ky corn- - tistic and graceful performance."
iSSBi':3P-Wwent into effect in Roswell.
Dr. Cutler was much interested in inonial in January, 1907, and when
"The position of the court is this
Fe and said that he was amazed interviewed on June 2G, 1909, he said:
that this, ordinance has been adopt- Santa
A WIFE UNSPOILED
WANTS
to see how the old city is striving to 'I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid20 YEARS AGO TODAY
BY LARGE CITIES. ed as the law of this city by a majorkeep rhreast of the times. "The pleas- ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
Prom the New Mexican oi this data!
ity vote of the people of this commun- ure 0" finding a daily
newspaper them two and a half years ago. This
1890.
in
of
favor
a
which
city council,
Seattle Man Writes Mayor Seligman ity
with Associated Press service ought to remedy always gives benefit when I
was
pledged to the passage of such
Asking if He and Newspapers
any traveler feel at home," he use it."
Fred Alarid, who was sick in Denan ordinance. Now, the people hav- make
Can Help Him.
resaid.
to
road
on
is
the
now
high
ver,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ing elected such a council, and this
covery.
Buffalo,
cents.
Co.,
some council having passed such an ordireceives
Seligman
Mayor
"Sheriff Joseph Perea, a first class
New York, sole agents for the United
nance, the Court is of opinion that
from
a
but
that
Seattle,
letters
funny
States.
officer and an honest, collector came Wash., man who asked him to find that ordinance, irrespective of the
Bernalillo.
from
Remember the name Doan's and
last
personal views of the judge of this
night
up
a wife, is about the most amusing.
Court or anyone else as to the ordi- Removed by Vinol A Genuine Case take no other.
Earl A. Snyder, a rising and popuSummed up, the Seattle man wants
Reported From Newark, O.
lar young attorney at Albuquerque, a wife "from the country" and not nance, its desirability or undesirabil-ity- ,
is for enforcement by this Court
DEER HUNTING GOOD
is in the city attending to business jygt gpoi,ed by the large cities; he
Newark O. "About two years ago
as any other law upon our statIN PECOS VALLEY;
uetore me supreme cum i.
wants a wife caring more for a ' com- - just
ute books is. And this Court is pledg- my wife was in very poor health. For
made
who
The
H.
W.
for
Whiteman,
.Tudge
ol.tabe home than
UXury.
ed to administer the law of larceny three months she suffered from a bad
Hundreds of the Animals Were Killa very good judge of this district, wrjter is 35 years of age and ia far or the law
against murder, it is like- cough which had settled on her lungs
ed During the Open Season
le still nas wise
and is well liked and respected here, trom being an invalia.
she was run down, reduced In flesh
pledged to administer this ordiin Texas.
is in the capital from his home at faj!n j tne primitive si.uple woman. nance
and
all
conhad
of
inthe
sale
the
or
of
symptoms
against
giving
the
supreme
j
i3
ilis
eUer:
1ore
attending
Albuquerque,
She
AT
within
toxicants
the city limits of the sumption.
began taking Vinol,
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
"Your Honor:
Houston, Texas, Jan. 6. The open
court.
city of Roswell. And the attitude of and before the first bottle was gone season
CITY OFFICE IN
I
for deer hunting in Texas,
excuse
if
will
me
"You
kindly
the Court towards this will be the she was improved in health before
His Honor A. L. Kendall, justice
To be same as its attitude in dealing with she had finished her third bottle, her which closed December 31st, brought
of the peace at Cerrillos, but who is bother you with this letter.
many hunting parties from the north
not one of the Democratic High short, 1 want your help for getting a any other violations of law. Parties cough was gone and she was well.
NEW MEXICAN DLDG.
were
"We cannot 3ay too much in praise and east, and hundreds of deer
Court of Appeals of New Mexico, is wife from the country, not yet spoil- who are proved guilty will be so dekilled. This much sought game was
in the city from the Little Pittsburg. ed by the habits of large cities; a clared. Parties who are not shown of Vinol. N. h. Stebleton." (We
OR
comfortable to he guilty by evidence beyond a guarantee this testimonial to be gen- very plentiful on t,he large ranches
"
"""fi
The New Mexican s news boys are
south and west of this city. In addireasonable doubt will be acquitted. uine.)
They made a big sale.""'""
to those killed for food and for
"up to snuff."
UNION
tion
I believe there are still existing There is only this difference to be
In pulmonary trouble Vinol shows
of papers last bight, making the
the sport, a number of fine specimens
in
stated
an
women.
ordinance
such
administering
its
inflamed
for
calls.
power
good, heals the
streets ring with their newsy
were secured for various museums,
"I am 35 yt...-- ; oi age, healthy and of this character and in administer surfaces and cures the cause of the
Information is at hand to the effect
college and university collections of
the
statutes
general
in my customs,
h, favor of ing
against cough.
the
that the post of Hce at Silver City was steady
country. One of the finest of this
and
that is this that any In hundreds of cases where cod
my future wife I would also change crimes,
kind was what Is known to hunters
destroyed by fire night before last.
of
ordinance
this
which
character
is
I
to
be
would
liver oil and emulsions have failed, as a "twelve point buck" killed by an
my place.
obliged
No particulars as yet.
many thanks for you if I would get enforced in a loose or lenient manner vinoi nas succeeded Because It con-- ; tiiinoia man in the Pec.ns vallev and
not
is
enforced
at
all.
be
would
It
tains all the curative value they do shipped at once to a taxidermist at
your aid in this matter, perhaps with
the assistance of your local newspa- idle for this Court to sit here to hear
but its good work is not retarded Denver, Colorado, where it will be
appeals in cases of this character, by useless grease and oil.
per.
S.
mounted and go to one of the zoolog- rat
mail
e
0.
the
lhi.
$5.0u
and
the
hundred
of
per
Carrying
and upon a finding of guilty simply
Once more begging for pardon in to
Try a bottle of Vinol with the un- - ical collections of the Sucker State,
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Palace.
Special automobiles furnished t acimpose a fine. Of course the pracA. B. "Woodman, Denver; George E. having troubled you
Rosneil, N. M., connecting with ih commodate any nurnter of passenger
tical result of that would be to re derstandingif that your money will be One of the curiosities and a freak of
it does not help you. the deer family, a milk white animal,
I am very respectful!
etc.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with nj Fischer, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. B.
store a license system, which the peo returned
The Capital Pharmacy.
was killed on the Taft ranch in DimMr. and Mrs.
land Railroads ind the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect 'with AY. Tuter, Durango;
of this community have stated
ple
,
mit county, ninety miles south of this
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor William McClure, Taos; M. E.
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
cannot exist. The Court will, thereTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
If you want anything on
Leave Vaugan at 3:30 a. m., arriv ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by comtry city. This deer had been sought by
Albuquerque; E. E. Meier, City;
On the packnge when you buy Fo fore, in these cases unless there are
New Mexican Want Ad.
hunters for the past eight years.
ta Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- ,T. J. Burke, Lamar. Colo.; D. C.
and
for
Tar
ley's Honey
coughs and exceptional circumstances, Impose in
Lieave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Denver; A. B. McMillen, At colds. None genuine without aie Bee each instance, a jail sentence where
ta Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 21 hours In advance. Rate foj buquerquo; Ada M. Chamberlain, Al- Hive. Remember the name. Foley's the cases reach this Court upon apBaggage allowance of 50 is. to special $40.00 to accommodate four of buquerque: C. J. Dawe, Denver; R. Honey and Tar and reject any substi- peal and there is a conviction.
O. Bean, Oklahoma City.
each regular ticket, excess bag?age at fewer passengers to either point
Sold ar Capital Pharmacy.
tute.
"Parties who have violated this or
dinance or who may in the future vioClaire.
late it and who in the hope of len
RIO PUERCO 13
M. O'Xeill, Cerrillos; Holin Hitter,
FROZEN OVER SOLID. iency or with the view of delay and
not through consciousness of innoBluckrock; Thomas Lang, Estancia;
15. S.
Herewith are some Bargains offered TIME TABLE ALL
Phillips, Bucknian; J. W. Collier, Intensely Cold Weather Prevails Over cence may appeal their cases to this
Estancia.
Court may now stand informed that
Western and Northwestern
by the New Mexican Printing comLOCAL
TRAINS
upon a finding of guilty they will be
New Mexico.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Montezuma.
sent to jail; Of course if anyone is
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
Francis E. Wood, Albuquerque; Regaccused and convicted beThe foUowing ar the time tables
t;.N.
Ac- unjustly
Jan.
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
M.,
Albuquerque,
inald G. Cobbett, Tesuque; Henry H.
fore
the
city magistrate of a violaof
local
the
railroads:
to
Missouri
overland travelers who arCode
cording
Pleading forms, $5;
tion of this ordinance, it is his
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
v,,Jn- M,. W tr' Minerman Den-- rived yesterday from a trip to the and privilege to appeal, and it right
will
San Juan country, the Rio Puerco
Adapted to New Kexlco Code, Laws of
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
ver; E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; W.
be the high duty of this Court upon
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, Leave
forty-fivAlbuwest
miles
of
H. Bahret, Kansas City; II. D. Sny- river,
such an appeal to consider the case
English and Spanish pamphlets, 2Ec;
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west- der, Pueblo: Nathan Hale, Boston; J. querque, is frozen solid and wagons and release the party if such
parties
full leather ?3. Sheriff's Flexible
V. Cutler,
Milwaukee; Mr. and Mrs. and horses are crossing over the are not shown beyond a reasonable
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
on
stream
the
the
first
ice
for
lime
doubt to be guilty. But any who may
or more books, $1 each. Nnw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 T. H. Hall, Pontiac, Mich.; E. Brown, in many years.
Intensely cold weath- be convicted before the city magisMaxwell; George S. Klock, AlbuquerMexico uSpreme Court Reports, No. p. m.
er prevails over western New Mexi- trate and appeal to this court
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Comjil- purely
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west que; M. R. Summers. Albuquerque;
co, and it is said that sheep and cat- with the view of delay or with the
C. '. Spader, Isleta.
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c. Compll- - bound.
sufwell
tle as
as human beings are
BOOK-GASE- S
expectation that violations of this oratlon Mining Iats, 50c. Money
Returning arrive at banta Fe, 6:30
Coronado.
fering considerably.
Sheep are be dinance will be placed upon a license
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. m.
. ing driven to shelter as
Frank B. Grant, Clovis; E. S.
quickly as basis by the imposition simply of a
STANDARD COLONIAL IDEAL
ekeep. $6.50; full list school blank.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
Adams, possible and the cattle are also being fine Is here and now put upon notice
Quincy
Pojoaque:
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
are that ho will be grievously
Kowe; Max Walker, Las Vegas; Mr. protected wher accomodations
Three different and distinct types of SlofcAvSrinclu "ElasTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 and Mrs. B. Martinez, Pagosa Springs. obtainable.
tic" Book-Cas- es
made in dull cr polish finish quartered
Connection made with Automobile p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
real
oak
or
mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
D. & R. G. Ry.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
Leave
m.
a.
character
10:15
of room you have chosen for a library. We carfor
the
north.
tX 8:30 a. m, and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leave
ry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexican Printing
Solo
Co.,
Mexico
New
arrives
6
and
at Vaughn at p. m. The
Central Ry.
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
Care oetween Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
Disorders. Do not risk
la $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 eaBt and 33 south and west
Kidney
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
Commence
today anrj
Disease and Diabetes.
No, 33 east; No. 34 south and west.
by wire. J. W. Stonkard.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
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A FAIR RETORT.

PURE LAZINESS.

HER MISTAKE.

WINTER NIGHT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

1:

Somehow when autumn
"Conductor:" exclaimed an irate
Skies bend down.
woman who carried many bundles,
And all the
ot
:
Are bar,.- and brown.
the
es
paused on the platform
And all the wind
crowdi-car. "I thought. I told you.
Are clean and cool,
that
wanted to get off at Pelham
And all the boys
avenue!"
Are off to school.
And nights are good
"Hut. madam
To s!
In. and
I know
"Don't you say a word!
When the futmes are slowly ffiding
The wild bints sinjf
car
full,
No more they brightly leap
all about your
being very
To brat the band
And weary eyes are turning
remember
Somehow, Honieway,
and not bein: able to
To the poppy rea'rh of slep,
We sort of wish
off.
The world may erark and srroan beneath where everybody wants to get
That we could fro
I've heard all that before."
The welclit of winter's hand,
Somewhere and fish;
"
We'll follow far where roses are,
Get out somewhere
"But, madam, I
The road to Slumberland:
the- trees
"You may be mire that I shall reAnd sprawl out
port you, sir; and for your impudence,
I.azy as you please;
too."
We've sot this old
His Choice.
She alighted; the conductor rang
Sprine fever thing
"Yes," said the specialist, as he
As badly as
stood at the bedside of the miser mil- his bell, and as the car started he
If It was spring.
said politely, as he touched his cap:
lionaire, "I can cure you."
but
"I'm
madam,
sorry,
very
"But what will it cost?" came feeavenue is half a mile further
Nothing Lacking.
bly from the lips of the sick man.
on."
"The position of the Gumhoyles as
The specialist made a swift menleaders In society seems to be as- tal calculation. "Ninety-fiv- e
dollars,"
eured."
was his answer.
for Letter Writers.
Hints
"Indeed, yes. He rides in a 1911
"Can't you shade your figure a liteveras
That written words stand
automobile, has been operated on for
tle?" wailed the other. "The underhis wife ha; the hay
taker's bid is much less." Lippia-cott'That an ambiguous sentence is like- - appendicitis,
fever every summer, and their eldest
ly to be misinterpreted.
has trouble with the customs
That a letter written in a Mnnyi'daughter
Inspectors every time the comes back
same
in
be
should
the
answered
spirit
Then Silence Reigned.
even though the message is dis- from Europe."
The boy terror was in evidence way,
liked.
some
again. His parents had invited
That business letters and invitations
The New Style.
friends to dine, among them being must
be answered at once.
"The chicken drama appears to bo
his sister's beau, who took the incorThat a lady acknowledges
any
starting with this 'ChaiitocVr.' "
rigible on his knee.
friendly offer of hospitality, even
conversation
"Yes, its success is egging other aua
in
lull
the
During
it be not by acceptance.
thors on."
the young hopeful suddenly yelled though

V'hen th fir1: roars up ihe chimney
An3 tin- - winds of winter blow,
And tin1 sct-n-t
of lif.-'eweft morning
Kca!Ls ihe Imiik :ii;u.
Anrt fancy's si,His are building
s
In the blaze,
Dream
We'll hear pott voices singing
The song's uf utlior days.

!
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ter?"

But no one seemed to hear him!

One More Unfortunate.
"Ruggles, you ought to go into the
business of raising chickens by hand.

OF

FORCE

Rather a "Sit."
"He told her that when she married
he would give her a set of furniture."
"Well?"
"He gave her a chair."
DIFFERENT

".age

V

r.:.2'.;'

A Sure Sign.
the audience this evening a
fashionable one?"
"No; it constated of very ordinary
people."
"lint ihe people- in the boxes
seemed to be handsomely and stylishly dressed."
"So they were, but they weren't
fashionable for all that. They kept
quiet all the time the play was go-lng tin."

itia

J,

i

If Harry had
The Eldest Daughter
lived in the old days hi 1 have made a
good knight.
Her father I don't know much
about that but It ta'r- s him a long
time to say 'good nigh1.' now.
-

-

m
HIS IDEA.

v"

HABIT.

V-

-

m

-

Poor Girl.
"Have you a daughter?" asked the
life insurance representative.
"Part of one," yawned the retired
merchant with a weary smile.
"Part of one?"
"Y-sa young man 'as here who
wanted to know If he cou'd have her
ear for a few moments and another
chap just askeil for her hand."
;

h

New England Major We have
a museum up In New F.t.g!a: d, sir,
that has the finest collection of snukes
in the world.
The Kentucy Colonel We southerners, suh, would never expose our private affairs to the gaze of a vulgaU
public, suh.

The

TOUGH

LUCK.

to.

"Tell me one thing,'' he ventured.
"What Is it, sir?" asked the guide.
"Was It automobile or aeroplane accident?"

His Father (after punishing him)
It hurt me more to whip you than
It did you.
Tommy Then all I've got to say
Is that you can stand an awful lot
of punishment without hollafing.
"Do yer think yer'll ever get to
Paradise, pard?"
Yer
"Well, it's sort of doubtful.
see, when I knocked at St. Peter's
gate I'd have a hard time to keep
from forgettin' meself an' asking fer
a hand-out- .

WOULD

WHAT

FAITH

IN

STOP HER?

TYPEWRITERS
New
and repaired.
Ribbons and
sold, eichangei
rente:!. Standard makes haudled.
r ,.air work and ypewriters guar-- ;
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
I'hone BlacK 2:!i.
jj.:e

.tried, adjusted

its furnished.

c5

Prime,:
ran Prin

j

sheet

j

4 S3j

Logic.

i

i

i

Is Fame.

d

Brother's playing football;
Sister has a tea;
The nurse Is entertaining;
It's "her afternoon," you see.
uld
Poor little Willie
his fate be worse?
He only meets the ashman
When he wishes to converse!

Her Instrument.
"When a girl fishes for admirers,
.t kind of a line does she user
1 beau line, of course."
Accounting for It.
tortoise beat the hare a mile
nd did it lasting hurt;
must have been the poor old hare
.'ad on a hobble skirt
Kept His Word.
"What did he say when you

reject-him?- "

"He said he would go to the dogs."
"I saw him there last night."
'Where? What are you talking
tout?"
"At the vaudeville theater, where
ose tailed dogs are. appearing."

sheet.

4

Notices,

j

14

Fondpar You say baby swallowed a
spoon? Did it hurt, her?
Mrs. Fondpar I'm afraid so; she
hasn't been able to stir since!

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.
sheet
Cost Bond,
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
saeet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
2

'

2

sheet

Even Worse.
The hobble skirt
Was but a starter;
Kant hearil about
The hobble garter?

i

sheet

4

A

DIFFERENCE

Letters Testamentary,

2

sheet.

sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
2

2
2

1

His Intelligence.
Negley You seem to have a poor
opinion of Poldler's Intelligence.
Gaymer You wouid, too, If you
knew he had been looking in tne city
directory three day's for Ziegler's address and had got only as far as the
D's.

sheet
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
Power of Attorney
sheet
Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
other office supplies, on application.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
full sheet
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and Desheet
tainer,
sheet
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant, Z sheet
School Blanks.
Enumeration Form,
sheet
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Teasheet.
chers,
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
of
Certificate
of apportionment
School Funds,
sheet
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet
District Clerks' Annual Report,
2

2

2

4

4

4

2

2

He Wanted It Safe.

Wouldn't you feel fretful.
With troubles of your own.
If this great world left you,
like Willie, all alone?
Chap.

Boozem Gude Now, the annual beer
output is
Gulpem Downe It ain't the output
that's worrying me; It's the Intake.

And some
does.

other times

irs

Right

f

PupU Tts, sir.

WEAPONS.

His Line.

A

4

sheet
Land Office Blanks.
2
Homestead Entry,
sheet
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet

Sign of Weakness.
UkeB to talk about his

2

"The deacon
'Blnful clay.'"

"So he does, but I notice he's very
particular about the way his 'sinful
clay Is dressed."
Momentous

POPULAR

MECHANICS

Occasion.

"Every person has red letter days
"A woman's most dangerous weapin his life."
are her eyes."
ons
"That's true. I know a man who
"Well, I don't know about that Did
Weary Oh! if I could only git me reckons time from the day he had a you ever encounter a pin In a womhands on de hobo dat put de "Timid In- new-lai- d
egg for breakfast"
an's beltr
valid lady" sign on dis gate post!
"Local Color."
Poor Praise.
"A moving picture theater recently
One Thing Needful,
The Poet What do you think of
exhibited a series of street scenes In
"I believe In giving credit to whom Reno."
my lyric entitled "In the Shoe Store?"
credit is due," said the fussy cusThe Critic Well, It is certainly ap"Realistic?"
tomer.
"Very.

In one scene 14 flossy

"Same here," rejoined the grocer,
were standing on a street cor"but In my business spot cash Is al- ner when a truck-loaof booze passed
ways preferable."
by."
d

Characteristic
Father, what Is a

A

Tommy

Bohe-

Not Reasonable.
"You couldn't expect that man to
take an abstract view ot the paving

mian?
Father A man whoU gladly let you question."
share your last dollar with him, my
"Why not?"

4

4

"Why?"
"His wife runs a boarding house."

A

twelve, demurely responding:
Islands?
"Well, papa, all you go to church
Bright
for Is to be heard, Isn't it?"

In

Stranger Is this the nursery?
Host No; that's the bawl room.

"Here's an interesting article In this,
newspaper intitled, 'The Art of Resting.' "
"Better send it to Wlllowby."

nis aaaay

Slight Interruption.
Bllkins (soliloquizing) It is a
Preached Patience.
Pillows "I never realized till three
pleasing thought that, although one
may have no worldly possessions years ago why Dobson was always
worth mentioning, in reality the splen- preaching patience."
did parks are ours mine, In fact
Boulsters "What made you realize
Here am I, an Englishman, wandering It then?"
Pillows "I lent him $10."
over my own magnificent estate and
nobody can say anything
Skeptical.
Park Keeper (suddenly) Come off
"Hero's an Interesting story t th
that grass, d' yer 'ear, or I'll turn you newspaper."
aht! Sketch.
"What la It about?"
"An Indiana fanner carved his inion the back of a terrapin and
tials
Getting Back at Papa.
after 1J years the terrapin returned."
Rev. Dr. Fourthly, mildly reproving
"Remarkable I And did the terrapin
his youngest daughter;
hold out a flipper to shake hands?"
"Florence, do you think it is appropriate to wear that gaudy hat to
church? It looks as if you went there
A Staple.
Teacher Can you name some prom-lnemerely to be seen."
Miss
Florence Fourthly,
edible article of the South Sea
aged

Townley Your friend, the old sea
captain, seemed to be a little timid
about going In your auto?
Wimstrong Yes; the fact is, he absolutely refused to go at all until I
had the machine equipped with an
anchor and a compass.

SEEKING REVENGE

If

'tlng-a-lln-

alwaysh.

sheet
Certificate of Birth.
Certificate of Death,
Shir-pinButchers'

sheet.

Why He Didn't
"Pa, son writes for enough money
to come home on."
"An' If it wasn't fer one thing, I'd
send it to him, b'gosh!"
"An' what's that, pa?"
"It'd be Just like him to take it an'
come home."

your friend up In Maine having
success with his hunting?"

Should Be Indictable.
"A Kansas editor has something to
toque."
lay about the the
"Worn by
village belle, no
doubt."

Mrs. Youngwcd (three a. m.l And
to think I pinned my faith to your
high sense of honor!
Mr. Youngwed (loaded) Justsh like
hie a woman; thinglngsh that pins
hie will huldsh anything hie and

brass band.

They met for the first time since
their summer vacation.
"And how Is your sister SueT
"Oh, yes. He's shot so many guide
asked the Innocent maid.
that they are getting afraid to go witb
Miss Sympathy I should think,
"Sue Is well," responded the cheeky
Sim."
young man, "and ei" by the way. doctor, that you would feel terrible
Sue sent you a kiss, so I will deliver to have a person die under your
knife.
So It Is.
I get the
The Doctors Oh! ,no.
"Sir, how dare you! You have for
"It 1b better to have the good will
same.
the
practice
just
gotten yourself."
than the 111 will of a man."
And then and there he claimed an"Yes, but It is better to have the
other.
111 will of some men than to have tc
Anyhow He Gets It.
"So good of you to remind me. Al- The
hole is the goal today
laugh at their funny stories."
swimming
though I think a great deal of Sue Of the little boy, as of old it was;
Bom times the sun tans his hide for him.
I must never forjet myself."

Is

1- -'

2

'

At the matinee.

Cheeky

Affidavit of Contest Against Non- sheet.
62S,
Resident Entryman,
Notice of Intention to maice i.aal
sheet.
proof,
shetS.
Additional Entry,
1 i
320 Homestead
Entry,
sLeet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit ot Ar
pllcant, full sheet
sheet.
llelinqulshment,
sheet,
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Biankt.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
Bond of indemnity,
sheet
sheet.
Rond, Genera! Form,
Certificate of Marriage, lira per d07..
Official Dond,
sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application for License,
Retail Liquor IJcense.
sheet
sheet
Notice of Conveyai c
sheet,
Certificate of Election,
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sheet,
Deed, City ot Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License,
2

i

Father's at the ball game,
Many miles away;
Mother's studying high art

Tes.

of

12 sheet.
Final Proof.
sheet.
lu,
Contest Notice,
Yearly Proof, 4 074b. fi i oueet.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

j

boy-Co-

A

Claimaul,

'.

2

Sirs. A. G. Tator If the women
man was the
wouid Just rise up, assert their rights,
center of a group of frenzied financiers.
march to the polls and demand to
"What did that man do to make vote, I'd like
to know what would stop
An Invitation Withdrawn.
himself so famous." asked an Innocent theiu.
Come, fly with me
bystander.
Mr. A. G. Tator
A mouse.
Oh, I forgot
"To the best of my knowledge and
That hobble skirt;
You'd better not.
belief," answered the cynical peraon,
HIS WORRY
"Say, Pete, wot would youse do It "he did the public."
youse had Carnegie's dough?"
How It Happened.
" 'Bout de same as he's doin', I
He was limping down the street
Uninteresting.
liwith one arm in a sling and both eyes reckon, only 'stead uv settin' up
Myer Why don't you patronize that
I'd
brew'ries."
set
braries
up
In mourning.
deaf and dumb barber?
"What's the matter?" queried a
Gyer Huh ! A fellow might as well
A MODERN YOUNGSTER.
friend. "Antomobfie accident?"
jhave himself.
"No," replied the other, sadly. '1
Willie's lifting up his 'vote,
met a man who couldn't take a Joke."
'Cause he's all alone,
NO REASON TO WORRY.
None, except the neighbors.
Hears his mournful tone.

Incidental Expenses at College.
"Seems to me you need a good deal
of expense money, my son."
"Yes, dad; our crowd is a very expensive one."
"But I don't see why you should sup.
port the whole crowd, my son."

of

:rr.ony
--

sheet.

GIVE HER ANOTHER

Little Margie Do you belong to a
brass band, Mrs. Braggs?
The Caller No, dear. What put
that Idea Into your head?
Little Margie Well, mamma said
you were always blowing your own
horn, so I thought you must belong to

Gunner Yes, that man trembles
when he thinks of the possibility of
regular air liners crossing the ocean.
Guyer Head of some steamship
company, eh?
Gunner No, manufacturer of seasick remedies. '

:

BLANKS,
for sale by New Meil-- i
ompany, Santa Fe. N.

Desert Land Kntry, Declaration
f'ih sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness,

r

j

Such

Te--

fun sh

Fish'Llnes.

well-dresse-

!

Proof,

The herring Is a funny fish.
Of that bo well assured;
In every case It must be killed
Before It can be cured.

A tall,

Ii-aa-

& Co.

j

a

--

RENT--SI- X
room furnished
best location in town.
six to eighteen mourns 0. C. Watson

The baby swalNurse Hivins!
lowed a bottle of ink au' not a bit of
blotting paper in th' house!

PINS.

i'ttr.-.".
ti'iicr t.i. Santa Fe
Contained
:,:;n of in hat
r:d railroad tick(!s.
lteturn
I, (luiti'Uha, l:'.7 IJurJap St.
-

)HT-

FOR

The Ancient Egyptian,

ages.

)

on
turn coupon
Call at this office.

house

z'-t-

t$5?

Y.i

to DoiiV.r.

K.

INDEED

Disillusionment,
"The average person
two hard
Jolts early in life and after that he ex-- !
pects to be deceived mare or less to
tht end of his days."
"And the two Jobs?"
"The first, comes when he learns
that there Is no Santa Clans and the
second when he discovers that circus
posters don't always stick to facts."

4

I.'

Unt-lv-

Garcia.

house-keeping- .

SAI.H

FOR

ti:i:et

a:ul

Rooms

UKNT

pr,it

Princeton Tlser.

Cholly Er really, I cawn't understand why some fellows get rich and
I always stay so poor.
Miss Slick Perhaps it's because so
many people amuse themselves at
your expense.

M

Mi'.

For a long time the visitor to the
great museum stood gazing at the
Egyptian mummy swathed In band-

Juvenile

11,kJ
Mr?

"Was

&i Vi

IDEAS.

ill

A

House for

It's great."

"I believe I would, Ramage, if I
Not Hard to Bear.
could buy a good incubator cheap."
Great Author (who Bells by subscrip(With eagerness) "I've got one, old
tion) So you are a book agent, eh? I chap, I'll sell you for a third of what
deal
a
good
presume you meet with
It cost me!"
of ill treatment.
Agent Yes, every day.
"I don't see how you stand it."
Reached His Heart.
"Well, you see, I know It isn't be"Did he seem to warm up to you
me
It's
dislike
cause folks
personally.
when you played so beautifully on the
because they have such a contempt piano last evening?"
for the book3." New York Weekly.
"No, but when I told him I took a
prize in a waffle making competition I
Just couldn't keep him away from
Had Done It, Too.
me."
Knicker Banking interests sometimes buy what they don't want, to
avert a panic.
The Old Compromise.
Bocker As I buy my wife a dress.
"Jones says he's mad enough to kill
his wife."
Harper's Bazar.
"Will be go home and lick her?"
"No he'll stay down town and
AN EXPLANATION.
liquor."

? V

:

out:

sis-

mA

77

He was making his way out when the
shopman thnm- !
"Hey, uiaii, Ui you know It Is u bad
one?"
Pat turned round ami said:
"Never mind. I'll smoke it if it kills
me."

Pel-ha-

"Mr. Brown, is I as heavy as

SOUTHERN COURTESY

Pat, who had a bad coin glvea to
blm, decided to try and spend it. He
therefore went into a tobacconist and
asked for a cigar. The shopman, hand-cover the cigar, and Tat, jmHlng the
the coin
cigar in his mouth,

Becausa, he's a. concrete,

agent"

"Written So Yon Can Understand

300 Pictures
400 Articles
250 Pages
of the

IT

Every
f,
Month

A wonderful story
Progress of this Mechanical Age. Instructive, but more fascinating than
any fiction. A magazine for Bankers, Doctors,
Lawyers. Teachers, Farmers, Business Men. Manufacturers, Mechanics. Has 1,200.000 readers every
month. Interests everybody. When you see one
you understand why. Ask the man who rends it.
Your newsdealer will show you one; or write the
publishers for a free sample copy.

propriate.
The Poet Appropriate?
The Critic Yes, it has all kinds of The
"Shop otes" Dept.
feet.
things How to make repairs, and articles for
home and shop, etc

A Like Meeting.
"I saw today the clashing ot two
hard wills."
"What was It?"
"The meeting of the head of Jones'
WJlHap w.ith thft, Dplicemau's biUr.

"Amatenr Mechanics"

J?pte"?l?w

furniture, wireless, boats, engines, magic, and all
the things a boy loves.
$2.50 per pur, sitytt eotda IS cents
ASK YOUR NEWSDEALER Or AMnm

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
223 WuhiagtoB SL. Chicago

fHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.

PACE EK.HT.

Andrews Cash
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re the only

worsted makeis

butchers $7.90-58majority of the sheep men got back PORTALES COMPANY
light $7.85!f?7.95.
this wool movement, we would
IS DISSOLVED;
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3,000.
then,
this
on
be
is
of
of
ten to fifteen higher; Muttons $3.50Q
the solution
the highway
"What then,
started
Continued from Page One.
Under this system the
lambs $5.30fi6.35; fed wethers
problem? In the first jiiace, it seems access.
Wool Warehouse would either
'and yearlings $115.50; fed western
liif, that English and Canadian
same have to be enlarged or additional lord who is in El Paso, is expected ewes $3.23ft 4.
y the
milling wool should
V
S
Colo., Jan. 0.
Denver,
home Sunday night.
t: ;iit that is paid by clothing wool, storage room rented.
V The forces t is fair weather
"In this western country there are
'i i.i
would lie decidi dly advaa
Money for the Treasury.
FOR RENT Front room at Mrs.
not
with
aiid
' over 2S.OOO.000
j:
Saturday
Territorial Treasurer Otero has re- Creamer, 110 Grant Ave.
a
if ous to the wool grower.
sheep,
producingU
niii'
change- in tempt raltire.
wool
output of over 200,000,000 ceived the following sums for the
voi.Ul, at the same time, do aw:;'
From Camilo
pounds annually. An assessment of treasury:
v ita any claim of injustice and
Sanchez,
one cent per pound on this wool treasurer of Guadalupe
ALWAYS REACHING.
county, $1,- between the two class-Iron Fencing sold ill CIOEBKI.S.
would
$2,000,000.
raise
seeo:.
4:I"..30; from Game and Fish Warden
the
In
Money
iiianufaoturers.
A
Marriage License .Sssjed
Ha uned to pine
a
enough, gentlemen, to build all the Gable, $145.25.
be.
, no sound reason can
To own u hike.
riago license was is ;:d to Frederieo: l
would
ever
we
and
warehouses
need
Land
be
p.
Upholds
Company.
And tln.ii l.t- snrt of
why the tariff should
Snaziir a:ul Crcsiiim .Martinez, both vuui-eto
auction
sales
start
in
a
the
rendered
system
R.
TlmuKiit l:'d like
.Iiidje John
Oi' .'Cspauola.
upon the basis of wool in the grea
An auu, then
'" :this country very nicely.
tentative opinion yesterday evening
The board The tax should be paid upon
He ilii'i ,i.u iitiiin
County Commissioners
.1
"But in starting this proposition why in the case of the Costilla Land and
And pined to own
of couniy commissioners of which I. wool, the clean wool, not the dii
Al-vs!
Robert
An aeroplane:
Investi
for
tent
the
be
..should it
Company
necessary
sheep
Sparks is chairman, adjourned yester- Some have contended against
And he could have
men to own their own warehouses, Men. et al., upholding the land com-- a
officers
when
of
meet
custom
the
in
10,
day
again January
bility
Bought him a bike.
Why not go to Boston and Philadel- - pany's contention that there is no
the board will canvass the vote on measure the scoured contents o
By the time that
de
between
the
land
For
warehouses?
He longed to hU
and
in
'public
rent
Sangre
m(
phia
justices cf the peace, the election for; quantity of wool with accuracy.
Out In an auto;
this undertaking we are not looking Crisio and the .Maxwell land grants.
which takes iilp.ee January St.
that mistakes and errors, van
Then, again.
jui ge will hear any further argu- Fourteen Below at Raton It was;)rom two to five per cent would ,,e for an investment, that will be a divi-jThWhen lie lunged for
concern. But we are meat i i the case on January 20 and
An aeroplane
a
fourteen below zero at Raton on! uounu 10 occur.
m tiny evem,
'I
He could have bought
n be ready to grant a decree
.Monday night, eight below1 at Santa method of administration, permi: n'. seeking an avenue of escape from will th
An auto; so
Fe and Las Vegas, three below at errors of from two to five per
llt the wool speculator. We are seeking in the matter.
All his life long
to
Supreme Court.
flf
e
It seemed to go
inaugurate a system that will
1.1.. ...
Roswell, one below at Las Cruces and is
i...
Amior. nmt,inB anA
greauj preierau.e o a w.,v
That way, he kept
Case No. 1359. Richard Di Palma
ihrp,. iha
nve ahove at El Paso. Denver
,n whicn it is possible
Back Just behind
an inaeiieiiaent and Bjrnard Ruppe, appellee, vs. J.
corded eignteen uelow and t oiorano one man
f give tne manufacturer
The thing to which
pays 400 per cent more
source
a
on
his
wool
A.
of
apWeinman
and
purchasing
His heart inclined;
Joseph Barnett,
Springs sixteen below.
upon the same weight of
And when he's rich
competitive basis. In other words, pellant, appeal from district court,
After Chicken Thieves The police
The proposiion the
wool than another.
Enough to make
are on the lookout for certain chicken
producer is seeking to sell his Bernalillo. A motion for writ of cerThe aeroplane
has ben endor wool direct Ut the manufacturer on
It
a new one.
is
not
was
tiorari
who
thieves
He'll want a steak.
granted.
surreptitiously removed
of the Mo ana its own merits, and at its market
Case No. 1333. Frank H. Moore, as
some hens worth $1 a piece from a sed by the officers
in OtiS, value. The
Association
Growers'
Woo!
the
that
National
charge
coop a mgnt or two ago. in view oti
assignee of the estate of Charles
rat- OFTEN THE CASE.
Wool Warehouse is a gigantic comthe high price of eggs, robbing a henj and by a great many prominent
appellee, vs. the Western Meat
bine
in
abthe
is
men
so
country."'
unfounded
tical
and
utterly
to
tanta
these
said
be
coop
days is
Company, appellant, appeal from dissurd, that it is not worthy of a passi- trict court, Bernalillo county,
The speaker in conclusion,
mount to a hank burglary.
argued
tara
of
here.
consideration
permanent
ng
and submitted.
Wedding at Belen. The New Mexl the appointment
the
stem
"The keynote of success in this
can is in receipt of an invitation to iff commission and said
Case No. 1343. Territory of New
ike wedding of
Barbarita Trujillo of protection must not be destmyed. movement is the amount of wool back Mexico ex rel city of Albuquerque apof it. There must be enough to make
and Saturnino Trujillo at Belen, ValFavors Auction System.
pellant, vs. O. A. Matson, city treait worth while to the manufacturer. surer of the
encia county, on January 10, 8 a. m.,
Samite-5.
city of Albuquerque, apPortland, Ore., Jan.
Then rent your warehouses, let each
at the Belen church. In the evening
peal from district court, Bernalillo
secretary of the Idaho Wool
srortne
actual expense oi
grower pay
a dance will be given in the hall of Growers Association, speaking
couniy Argued and submitted. This
Adolfo B, Sanchez at Jarales. The in- tho
Wool Growers' ('inven ing, grading and tne selling ot ni is an interesting case, as is that of
vitation is signed by Celso and Jesus tion today made a strong plea fr.r the clip.
the Duke City against the city trea- "The output of wool in the Vnited surer t0 COmpel that officer to depos-Stateo' the
11. Trujillo.
country
in
this
inauguration
will average over 300,000,000
N. Salmon, in His New Ad
the citv funds in a denositorv Re
Today auction sale system of disposiii;-- ' of
paid pounds annually,
from the best in- - ectcd bv the city. It was decided
the
been
has
erowers output, which
th
says that good tailoring
com- - formation obtainable (which is by no
making of many a man because a would break the wool dealers
advergelv to tne city ln the district
an means accurate) the wool dealers com.t and
man always gets more bine and give the manufaotuv
appealed t0 the supreme
sing make an average annual profit of two court by the eity
of pur
of the things he goes after, than he independent source
cents per pound on these wools. At
would if carelessly dressed. He has his wool on a competitive bus
The afternoon session of the court
Mr. Bollantyne denied ns iterlyUhis very low estimate, which I think probably will he taken up entirely
many interesting suggestions in thi3
is
their
that
are with the case of the A. T. & S. F.
conservative,
profits
issue for the men, and we advise unfounded and absurd the char
the National wool warehouse is a $(1,000,000 per year. In addition to railroad against the Citizen's Trac-- :
careful reading of the ad.
rt:
H said in
Claudie Was all the disciples truthjthis, it costs them over a million tion company of Albuquerque.
The
Plenty of Snow That there is plen- gigantic combine.
,,
ful men?
j,,,,! dollars a year to secure this amount case had been decided
'
to
Tins is an age of orKarJz;"!
ty of snow on the mountains to furadversely
Teacher Ccrteinly, Claudie.
e old of v,'co' through their agents.
nish abundant water is The declara- progression; the time when
the railroad in the district court and
Claudie Well, that's funny.
Pa
.
.
new.
"This
to
our
loss
..
pv15.
areat
to
industry
Charles
tion of Weather Observer
mptlioils are civing way
was appeaieu uy u. me mauer ui
.
says that fishermen never tell the
in its effect. croggl
Linney who says that all is needed is The many shipwrecks thai drift, ery year is
of
at
railroad
the
twckg
tie
a little warmer weather. A warm ashore tell their own story ot hope-- The wool speculator hangs
,
r.nm. truth.
v ,ha twh,.,.
heavy:..,
not pany is involved.
wave would melt the snow rapidly hut ieSs struggle to cope with !! e new about our necks: it matters
the weather of the past few days, or (.()nlit lor.s. where only the fr.: st. sur-- whether our business is prosperous
Some Say.
have or in a state of depression, they exact
ehaiiRv-- ;
These rapid
rather early in the week, has been vjVe.
The summer girl
TO
WORKED
HEROICALLY
ecoone
of
the
Was sweet, you bet!
so exceedingly cold that the melting! brought, about the application
pound of iiesh, as oft as our
SAVE HIS BROTHER.
thP shee,,
The autumn girl
EWn
scientific method;
has been
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initiuit u
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Wish to extend to our nsa.iv patrt.-n- s and friends Ol'R BEST
WISHES iOR A IIAPfi AND i'RGSrl KolS MWUAfcWe
wish also to take this occasion to tiiank oar many friends

H

fortheir libera! patronage in w hich they !iae shown their appreciation of
our efforts to please them, in the past year, and we hope with the beginning of the NEW YEAR to make our twice and "PRICES" better than
ever; such as will merit a continuance of the patronage of our ",0LD

Phone No.

'

F. Andrews

4.

9

'

:

'

and make us many new ones,

FRIENDS"

-

Mc-Fi-

Phone No. 4.
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oiFt-ti.-

Sensational Reductions
AT

'

A

Grand Clearance Sale
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;ar-if-

Our Entire Stock

:

Zei-ge-
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Cloaks, Suits and Millinery
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For Your Mew Years Callers!

I

.

YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Bast line' of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Bast Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.

i

1

impossible.
process
Here Wednesday Night Mile, de
'Swirsky. the world famed danseuse
gland pianiste will be seen and heard
jl jat the Elks' theater here Wednesday
night January 11. She will come here
direct from Albuquerque where she
Ij will be seen January 10. Mile, de
si Swirsky
is a high class artist and
travels chaperoned
by her mother
w ho is a member of a prominent Rus
sian noble family.
From 11 to 35 Degrees That was
the range in temperature yesterday
making the mean temperature 23 degrees. The average relative humidity for the day was 58 per cent and
there was a trace of snow on the
ground. The lowest temperature dur
ing last night was 13 degrees and at
6 o'clock this morning it was 20 de-rees. Yesterday was partly cloudy
m the alternoon and the day was
slightly warmer but the mean of 23
degrees was 5 degrees below the nor

.

r.nd
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Is sweeter yet!
istries
"The psychological moment has ar-- '
no ex- - rived for the auction sales of wool Bank President, Though Badly Injured
Himself in Wreck, Sought to
Fame.
in this country through the ware-- !
Free Relative.
,
standto
is
"Yes," said the soldier of ortuno,
but
men'
house,
it
the
up
raised
sheep
"While we have
"the first Nicaraguan general had
me ot to grasp tne opportunity.
ard of breeding to a high
6.
San Antonio, Texas, Jan.
The
named after him. He is tar
a
nullum
sheep
producing
self posession and determination of cigar
perfection,
mous."
a
and
y
and
in
size
IN
quali
COME
HOMESEEKERS
unexcelled
men under trying circumstances was
"And how about the second?" asked
wool fiber second to none, yet with
LARGE NUMBERS. demonstrated a day or two ago by
the friend.
of
the exception of the inaiipiration
K. U Ball, president of one of the
"Oh, he got it in the neck.'
the National Wool Warehouse, we New Mexico Winters Have No Ter- leading banks of this city, in a most
"Did, eh?"
in
the
no
or
little
progress
made
have
rors for Them, So December
emphatic way. Mr. Ball and a com"Yes. they named a collar altar
Indicate.
handling and marketing of our wool.
pany of friends, including his brother him."
Reports
It is shorn, packed and siured wltn
were Ma wreck on the San Antonio
the utmost indifference or. the part of
The cold snap in New Mexico does & Ai.'.aas Pass railroad when the
the grower. It. is exposed to all man not. interfere
with homeseekers brother was killed outright and the
ner of weather. Foreign substances who know how terrible are the win- other members of the party painfully
found
be
of every description may
ters elsewhere, and for the past injured, Mr. Ball sustaining a comMany aches and ills not
packed with it. The vilest kind of a' month of December the local land of- pound fracture of the leg. Notwithtwine is used in the fiting of the, fice did a pretty large amount of bus- standing his injuries, he made his way
supposed to be caused by
to where the brother was pinioned unflepce; and sometimes bones, sticks,-pelt- - iness.
carold
of
and the portions
Fred Miller, the receiver of der the wreckage directly beneath coffee, disappear when a change
casses are thrown in, and the fellow theMajor
has just issued the follow- the coach stove, whit h had been torn is made to
office,
e.
that does this knows good and well ing
from its anchorage. Not knowing that
report:
that his wool is not going to he sold
the brother was killed and seeing the
mal.
for its market value. He knows it is Commuted homesteads, 29: acres, aanger of his being burned by the
money ?d,Jo3.32; excesses, stove, which was
Flowers This Month January is going to be sold in the original hag, 442.06;
very hot at the time,
enerally a month of gayety and the and that when the Dtiyer cuts open a acres 14.06; money $1.1G; isolated Mr. Ball worked for five minutes, or
social functions demand floral deco sack or two he is not likely to cut in-- j tract, acres 40, money $50; desert longer,
standing on the broken leg,
rations which are the wonder of to the ones containing this rubbish, land entries 28, acres 4,391.58; money apparently unconscious of the
pain,
of
those unfamiliar with hot house man So this criminal method
packing $1,097.09; homestead entries, original in an endeavor to rescue his kinsman.
agement. A well known florist stat wool is not so much the fault of the 93, acres 13,287.04, money $1,432.42; After a time he succeeded in calling
The health beverage which
ed today that pink, red and white growers themselves, as with the sys-- . original homestead entries under the attention to the
danger and others
roses and carnations of fhe same col- tern of marketing it. largely due to; act of February 19,190.17. acres
4,- came, and the brother was removed
helps rebuild the brokendown
ors will likely be seen, while narcis-ithfact, that our wool has never been i5g.S7, money $249.S4; finals
28, from the wreckage dead, having been
sus and hyacinths are also obtainable. sold according to Its market value,!acrea . 4,189.13,
nerve center.
money
$157.09; killed when the coach left the rails.
The roses and other flowers are gen- but on a speculative oasis
soldiers' additional homestead appli- Mr. Ball is in a hospital in this city
erally sent here from Denver, a dis"When we reflect that the wool clip cations 1, acres 40, money $9.
slowly recovering from his injuries.
tance of 400 miles but so carefully of this country aggregates in value
1,
Mineral applications
acres,
are they packed that they maintain over eighty-eigh- t
millions of dollars, 121.49, money $10; adverse claims, 1,
much of their original freshness. The and that it is sold without any knowl- - money $10; coal declaratory
Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd.
state-MARK
heavy demand for flowers during the edge of its market value to the
B attle Creek, Mich, U.S. A.
2
acres 240, money $6; fees'
Christmas season sent the prices sky ers and must first pass through tne from the
reducing of testimony to
MONEY AND METALS.
high and the supply was far short of hands of the speculator before reachcontest New York, Jan. 6. Call money 2
I10S.83; fees in
writing
the demand.
am
I
constrainthe
manufacturers,
ing
cases $45.54.
4
per cent; Prime mercantile
Four Inches of Snow Travelers ed to say, gentlemen, thai such a
Mr. Miller states that the total paper
per cent; Mexican dolwho have been in and around Taos re- system is a reflection on the intelli
amount of cash received by the land lars 45.
Amalgamated 64
Sugai
port that the snow up there is four gence of the man engaged in the inoffice for the quarter of October 1 113; Atchison 1021-2- ;
Great Northern
inches deep and that the weather is dustry.
To Our Customers
' Two years ago some of the sheep to December 31, 1910, was $29,671.41. pfd. 1251-4- ; New York Central 111
"biting cold". In fact a fur coat is
Northern Pacific 118; Reading 154;
not a luxury but almost a necessity. men made an effort to get away from
Southern Pacific 1161-8- ;
Union PaThey say that the mildness of Santa the retrogressive method of handling SIERRA COUNTY MINES
and Other Friends.
ARE LOOKING UP. cific 173
Steel 74
pfd. 118.
Fe's climate is not appreciated until wool and determined upon a plan ot
New
6.
445
Jan.
Lead
York,
ore leaves the ancient, city.
quiet
organizing a great national warehouse
455; Standard copper
quiet spot
In that Prospecting for Zinc in the Black
Many Ride Horseback The bright which was accomplished.
12.1012.20; March 12.1512.25; Silsunshine, the rise in temperature and venture, we have met with the most
Range Work Resumed at
ver 541-2- .
Lake Valley.
the fast disappearing snow brought strenuous opposition from the wool
WE TAKE THIS OPPORGRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
jout many equestrians and equestrie- commission merchant and ttuir buy6.
111,
Jan.
Wheat May
Chicago,
nnes today a pleasant sight in Janu-jary- . ers. Every inch of progress we have
TUNITY to thank you for the
Attorney Edward D. Tittman, deleJuly 961-4- .
in the east it is said to be al-- ! matte has been stubbornly opposed by gate to the constitutional convention, 100
Corn May 49
'
business that you have favormost impossible to ride horses owing them.
July 50
left for his home at Hillsboro, Sierra
Oats May
to the dee) snows and the almost
July 341-2- .
"The growers themselves have county, last evening, after spending
ed us with this year or for
Pork Jan. 10.221-2- ;
May 19.121-2.impassable roads.
made this opposition possible by not: two days in the capital on business
';
Lard Jan. none; May 10.271-2- .
court.
He
kind words, words of recombefore the supreme
Club Enthusiasts Meet Prominent standing togelher.
brings
Ribs Jan. 10.80; May 10.071-2- .
"But coming right to the point, as encouraging Teports of the mining inSanta Feang interested in forming a
WOOL
MARKET.
mendation that you may have
social club last night in the rooms to whether or not it would be feasible dustry in Sieri county and confirms
St. Louis, Jan.
6. Wool
quiet;
of the Santa Pe Commercial Club, It. to sell wool in this country hy auc- the rumor that work has been
spoken concerning us. We
sales, the question arises are 3umed n the Lake Valley mines, territory and western mediums 21
J. Palen presiding and Carl Bishop
fine
22;
mediums
fine
1213.
we
am!
1719;
should like to write each one
yet ready for it? Gentlemen,
twenty to thirty men being employed,
acting as secretary. Mr. Palen was
LIVESTOCK.
W.
of the opinion that if the growers'-Thfl.. .......
til nrt VP1
sale of the Ready Pay mine on
... In .,IJIV4.1V
annnint r.nrnmfffi.aD
VUUlUUima nIIX
6.
of you personally but our
Chicago, Jan.
Cattle Receipts
themselves are ready for it, the time; the 14th of this month will result in
collecting the funds and selecting a
3,000.
Market weak.
Beeves $4.65
1n this country for the inaugu-- j
woric being resumed on that property,
home for the club. ,The meeting was is ripe
host of friends is so large
west7; Texas steers $4.255.40;
ration of such a system. That wools 0n the Treasury mine in the Black
largely attended and it was an enthu- are
ern steers $4.306; stockers and feedauction
soia
sales
successtully
by
is
being
graded ers
iRange the ground
lhat it is impractical.
siastic one, which augurs well for the
in nearly all foreign countries would for a mill and
$3.755.SO; cows and heifers $2.60
quite a number of pros
new club's success.
Another meeting
6.30; calves $79.25.
to lend support to this method
seem
are scattered around Kingswill be held Thursday, January 19.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 23,000.
That three attempts have been made pectors
ton looking for zinc ore, C. T. Brown five lower.
Light $7.75 8.05; mixed
in this country and failed, would seem of Socorro
obtained
options
having
PROTECTION FOR
to
$7.758.10; rough
against it. There are, howof properties. There is $7.758.10; heavy to
Coming
SHEEP INDUSTRY ever,argue
choice heavy
$7.757.85; good
two very apparent reasons for on a number
from
the
outside
demand
some
also
Til
bulk
fnlli.n
pigs $7.508.55;
$7.708.1O;
You
and everything
(Continued From Page One.)
$7.958.05.
themselves. Second, the commission tot. ?lafer
OftTIVlTW in TtlQT TQ.
Market
Receipts 9,000.
Sheep
of
merchant. The one factor that con-- vmulB
is five higher.
mous old
mining field, which
Yet the man tnuuted
dirt contained in it.
Western $2.754.50;
largely to these failures was
seebest
mineralized
the
among
who receives the
is asked the small amount of wool hack of the
lambs native
yearlings $4.755.80;
southwest. Mr. Tittman $4.75(9)6.55; western $56.55.
tions in the
to pay the same tax as the man who movement. Had there been
,
.
,
enough
t
ReKansas City, Jan. 6. Cattle
receives
The wool to interest tie manufacturers- - the
grower is not the recipient of any results, no doubt, would have been deposits, a few miles from Hillsboro, ceipts 3,000, including 100. Southerns
will ultimately be developed as ex- Market steady. Native steers $5.25
benefit of such discrimination.
The di.ferent.
as the Santa Rita mines to 7; southern steers
southern
lower the shrinkage of imported wool
"It now remains to inquire why tensively
cows $34.75; native cows and heif'
the icss protection for you; the such a system cannot he started in the south in Grant county.
Yours Very Truly.
ers $36; stockers and feeders $4.25
higher the shrinkage of imported this country. In the first place, the
bulls
5.75;
calves
$4.50
$45.10;
wool," the greater the protection for manufacturers can't start it, the wool For LaGrippe Coughs and Stuffy Colds
steers $4.756.25;
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It 8.50; western
The benefits of the inequality commission merchant won't start it,
you.
western cows $35.
accrue to the importer of low shrink- because they don't want it, the ma- - gives quick relief and expels the cold
Hogs
Market
Receipts 6,500.
r , i,
wmiIH Ulro from your Bysieui. it vuaiu
m
The carded woolen peoage wool.
Sold
steady to five lower. Bulk $7.90
and
safe
sure,
is
are
contend
opiates,
of
that
their
few
a
ple
compelled to start it, but want
they
7.95; heavy $7.958;
packers and
to use the high shrinkage kind and brother sheep men to start it first. If, Capital Pharmacy.
j
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successful operation of all
The sheep industry should
ception to the rule.
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A JOY, A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

S. SPITZ,

j

j

Manufacturing Jeweler.
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corrick's hack line z$b??$iov

SERVICE

PopLrMces Bnggics and Saddle Horses
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THE BIG STORE
May We Tailor You?

e

"There's a Reason"
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Good

j

Tailoring
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has been the making of many a man.
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man always suck--

ceeds better
ways

gets
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more
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of the things

he

goes after when he

is
than

well

tailored,

when he

is
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-
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341-25--

1

carelessly dressed.

Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage
of the best dressers in this locality. We win by the
force of the merit of our work. Our cutter is an
Artist and our Tailors are the most skilliul craftman
that money can employ. Withal, our prices are not
- - -- unreasonable, when we say --

--

$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00
For Trousers

Our Winter Woolens are
THE

BEST

ON

EARTH.

Qaa
fAma
tUHIC OCC.

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clotheir.

re-tio- n
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May the
Year Bring
a
Full Measure
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity.
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two-tenth- s

eight-tenth-

$56;

II. S. Kaune & Co.
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